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PREFACE 
The basic motivating force behind the writing of this 
thesis was tbe writer's interest, fascination, and love for the 
'motion picture. This feeling for tbe motion picture is, 
supposedly, the result of ha.ing as fo¥mative years those 
before the inception of television, but whatever the case may 
be the motion picture has been an important figure in the 
writer1 s life 'both as a source of enjoyment, anliptenment, 
and emploYment. 
Tbia thesis is concerned with the aesthetics of the 
motion picture. UDtil now, there has been a rash of material 
writtea and published conceratn& the art, theory, and 
technique of the film. This multitude of wnting hu been 
part of the great drive behind the efforts of those in the 
motion picture industry wbo have striven to elevate the 
aaotion picture froaa a craft to an ut. 
Unfortunately, the abundance of material which has 
been WYittea about the motion picture has, at the same time, 
been such a conglomeration of viewpoint, opinion and idea 
that the issue has lost definition. At the same time, there 
e has srown a phase of our culture called the popular arts, and 
the motion piccare has, through ita contingency with these 
popular arts, been aesiped the cllaracteristica of them. 
In tb1a theeia an effort ia made to give areater 
clefinitioa to tb1e cloudecl iaaueJ also, an effort ia made to 
make a differentiation between the motion picture and popular 
art, and to point out the peeuliarities in both the motion 
picture and in art in aeneral, since it ia safe to aeaume that 
if tba characteristics of art in aeneral can also apply to the 
aotion picture, then in turD the motion picture can be con• 
siclered u an art fol!'Dl. 
Special thanka shoalct be extended at this ti• to tbe 
library of the City of Boston, the Barry Elkins Wiclener 
, M&mDrial Library at Harvard UDiveraity, and the library at 
tbe lcbool of Public lalations and CO...aieatioas at Boston 
University, whoee books contained the tbou&hte and icleas of 
put theorists upon which this dlesie is baaed. Special 
thanks are also in order to Dr. Iebert Steele of the Division · 
of Communications of the Scbool of Public lalatione and 
Co-Raaicatioae, who made aaay auaaeatlona act save auch pod 
advice durin& the writin& of thie thesis. Dr. ID&h Gillie 
was alao helpful and contributed. •ch to tb1a theaie in the 
way of advice and suaaeationa. !banks and appreciation are 
~ also in order for Dr. Francia E. Barcus of the Communications 
leaearch Division of the School of Public Relations and 
Communications for hie sympathetic underatandin& of the 
problema of hie students and for the readin& and auJ8eationa 
he contributed on behalf of this thesis. 'lhe writer of this 
thesis ia indebted to all of these people • 
.An extraordinary kind of thanks and deep appreciation 
aoee to tbia writer'• parents for their patience and under-
ataadins durin& the time when this theeie was beina written. 
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CHAPTER 1 
The motion picture • a product of the machine qe • has 
since its invention been thought of in many ways. lt is true 
that at its inception it was little more than a toy. Later. 
however. it became an oddity wbieh was exploited at fairs and 
carnivals and in dirty little rooma which were darkened so 
that those who paid their nickel could. best see the straaae 
and mysterious phenomeaon that flickered before their eyes. 
As time passed, the motion picture became refined, and there 
were a few people who saw the potential, or better perhaps, 
discovered. the potential of this new medium. 
The JDOtion picture industry hu been oa the whole 
financially successful. Artistically, tbe battle still raaes 
between those devoted to the faacinatina husineaa of makin& 
films and the film critics and others wbo concern themselves 
with evaluating the social aad cultural aspects of modern life. 
there are many diveraent views among artists, art historians, 
aoeioloaiata, and aeatbetieiana eoneernina the relative 
artf.atf.c merits of the motion pictue. !bose in the inner 
circle, tbe fila makers, look upon their creations aa artistic 
entities or end procluctl, wtd.le those on tbe outaide are at 
ttmea violently opposed to this vt ... 
the reaaon for tbia feelina amona eo many people 
ari1es out of the populu art aspect of the JDOtion picture. 
Popular art bas euffezoecl IIUIDJ critic:l._. at the haacle of those 
vbo evaluate and juqe it. It is not the intention here to 
attempt to evaluate or jud&e their views on this Rbject. But 
a valuable and necessary preface to a study of the art of the 
motion picture can be obta1ne4 from. an examiaation of soaae of 
tbeae vine ao that a clearer wuterstaadiaa of the grain of 
tbought and tb.e freae of reference within wbich the motion 
picture ia seen can be had. 
It ia intere8tin&. however, to read what some of the 
critics of our popular arts have written, and what they think 
the effect and coaa..-eAcea of the popular arts will be. It 
Mo\tld be poioted out tbat tbeae vi•• do not apply to the 
motion picture exclusively. !bey are inten.S.cl to be 
descriptive of the genua popular art. 
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the Sana!£! A£5• •• Soro5ig 
Pitirim A. lorold.n of Harvard Uaiveraity wrote thia 
deacription of the popular arta, which he refera to aa 
"aaaaate art." 
Itt •sxlt it DNaiWittic. 'df!l!l· •!'!9 illJt&onitt&c, 
f!'•! kft aav !!11•~•!9-m •ro!fl&l!!• It reproducu 
empirical phenoa&eDa aa y iOO, aound, amell, or other-
viae appear to our aaaae oraana. It ia dynad.c in ita 
very nablre: in ita -ttonality, 1n the violeoce of the 
paaaiona aad actioaa it portraya, ad in ita inceaaant 
moclel'nity and chap. It baa to be eternally cbanaina, 
preaeotin& a conataat ,.cceaaion of fada and faabiona, 
bee••• otbezwiae it Will be bonna, uointereatina, ua• 
enjoyable. ror the •- reaaon it ia tbe art of e:xtenal 
abow, dreaaed up for an exhibition. Since it doea not 
aymboliae any auperaeuaory valu.e, it atanda or falla by 
ita external appearance. Lib a pretty but !ttlpid alaour 
girl, it qcceeda only u lona aa it ia triaaed out and it 
retaina ita auperficial b-ty. To retain ita chua, it 
hal to make lavifh uae of pa.p and circuaatance, 
coloaaality, atwanina technique, and other mean a of 
extenal adernaent. Pu.rtbermore, it ia an art of pro-
feaaional artiata catarina to a puaive public. !be more 
it develope, tba .ore pronounced become tbeae cbaracter-
iatica.l 
'l.'bia ia not an altoaether compllaentary atat~t by loroldn; 
however, h:J.a reference to "atuunin& tecbnique" doea aay aome• 
thing in favor of the popular art fona. 
Sorokin continuea to formulate a liat of alx of the 
conaequencea, effects, and the nature of aenaate art a 
1Pttirim A. lorokin, B'' Crili' of iiJ; Au (Bew York: 
B. P. Dutton and Company, 1941 , p. 3 • 
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1.. '1'be function of &f.vina eujoJ118Dt pel pleaaure 
lucla any aeoaate art at 1 ta dacaclent a taa• to 
degrade one of ita ow aocio•cultural values to a 
mare means of aenaual enjo,.erat on the level of 
wine, woaea, aona. 
2. In ita encleavor to portray reality u it appears 
to our aenaea, it becomes the art of progreaai vely 
thinaer end 110re illuory aurfacea instead of 
l'eflectila& the eaaeace of aaaory pbeaGM~Da. !bua, 
purile, eapty, aod wd.alucU.aa. 
3. In ita ctu.eat for aenaory ad. aenaational ''bita, .. 
for att.ulation and excite.eat aa tbe neeeaaary 
conc:U.t1on for aaacny eaj.,..at, it ia increuinaly 
and fatally deflected f~oa poaitive to aeaative 
phenomena •• f:r:. ordiauy t»•• and eveata to 
tlaoae vld.ch ue patholoalcal, froaa the freab air 
of normal 1oclo-c:.ultw:al reality to the Hcial 
aewera, until it bac-• a •a- of patbolosy and 
nesative aapecta of -••IT reality. 
4. Ita cband.na divu1ity illlpala it to aeek ever 
araatar vuiety, until all barmony, unity, aacl 
balance are aubtluaect in an ocean of iacobereac.y 
ancl chaoa • 
.5. !bia cU.veraity, teaether witla the effort to &ive 
pleaaure and to atiaalata, lMCis to an iacraaaina 
c0111plicad.on of taclanical .an•; and thia, in ttara, 
tends to make of these inatruaeatalitiea an end in 
them1elvea •• •• vbJ.ch ia pu.raued to the cletriment 
of the inner value and qaality of the fine arta. 
6. leaaate art, .. we llave seen, ia the art of pro-
falaional a:tiata cr .. tin& for the P\lblic. Such 
apacialiaation, while in itaelf a distinct 
advaatqa, reaulta in the latel' phaaea of aeaaate 
culture, ia tlua aeparatioa of tbe utiat fi."OIIl the 
co Pity -· a factor fr• whicla beth partie• 
auffer, aa well aa the fine uta. 2 
2Jb&d., pp. 55•56. 
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Sidney Bead in h:La book IEttfcgtina ig M!E&SI 
propoaea six critic:L81U of broadcaatina, wbl:cla ue CJU1~e 
closely allied witb torokin'a vt•• about aenaate art. Bead. 
atatea that broad.cutina 
1. Debases the eu a4 audiences • taatea 
2. IDcouraau esc•ei• 
3. lnaaa•• in ecoo.te exploitation 
4. Undend.nea moral at:anclarda 
s. Seta up falae iaaa•• ot reality 
6. Diatorta reality th¥0U&h omiss1on3 
All of the fac~r• aet down by lorok1n and Bead can 
be debated; of th11 there ia no cpaeetf.on. Indeed, we are 
currently involved in a sreat retrospective look at our enter-
taia.ent f.ndwJtr:tea. Wllat bu beeo aeeo f.a not very pleaaant, 
and m.any 110ral and social iaauea have beea raised as a retNlt. 
lt aboul4 be pointed out, b.ewever, that there baa always been 
a popular art which b.aa, in ooe way ol' aaother, ra1aed either 
a social or a 110ral iaaue. It aay· be b.ard to believe that 
the waltzea ad llinv.eta of 100 to 150 years ap were the bit 
aonaa of the day just like rock ancl roll and jazz are today. 
Why even aoae of the 110at respected catataa of Bach ••• 
cleaiped or COIIIPGaed to be auaa 1D the local coffee houaea •• 
s 
e the seventeenth century equivalent of tbe corner m.alt shop. 
Arnold llauser pointa this out in his book, l1!! 
fld.loaop!\x og Art IU.attEJ• lie defines popular art as 
" • • • artistic or quasi•utiatic production for the demand 
of the half•educatecl public, pnerally urban aod inclined to 
maaa behavior. "4 Tbia atatemeot ia not atirely true, however. 
The popular arta have a areat cleal of appeal to people of all 
educatioaa~, social, cultural, and economic level• and regard• 
leaa of urban or rural locale. 'fbe 110st evident character• 
iatic of popular art ia that it applies to the muses and it 
should be defined and coasidered in that lipt. It ia true 
that popular art baa certain qualifying characteriatica such 
&I coaaarcialization ad atanclarclization, but it ia basically 
maaa appeal (and perhaps aaaa procluctioo) that truly 
diatincuiabea the popular fro. tbe other arts. 
llauaer does point out, however, one very important 
fact. Be Dlflkea it clear that even thouP a lleChanical or 
scientific process ia uaed to create an art form, thia art 
York: 
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e form iS DO less &D art for it. Trae1 methodology &Dd. tech• 
nique are ilaportant aspects and. parts of any art, but it is the 
creative act and the artistic intuition of the artist that 
make an art a art. The tools one uses are arbitrary •• a 
painter uses canvas, a sculptor uses atone or some other 
seulptable material, and a film maker uses a camera and. li&ht 
reactive film on which be captures the i.aaea which paas 
before the camera lens. 
Cilbert Sal••• pvea his conception of popular art in 
his book, p.e h!!liS ¥:&•• l'b.e thirteen points that follow 
are the eharacteriatica of the popular arts as seen by Selus, 
and. it is easy to see that some of the characteristics 
proposecl by Sorokin, llaad, and Rauser are ineluclecl in this 
list. Here is wb.at Seldea hu to say about the ''public arts. n 
1. The public uta are popular to the extent of being 
almost universally acceptable. 
2. They tend to be 110re aacl more professionalized, 
less and leas to be practised privately. 
3. Tbey are often prodaeecl by teama rather than by 
individuals. !bey are commissioned. the patron• 
sponsor-executive proviclin& the pattern. 
4. They are by intention ephemeral, payina well 
7 
s. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
initially, but not increasing in value with the 
passage of time. 
Tbe public arts are offered to the public aa a 
whole not to any segment of it. 
Physically, tbe public arts have mass or velocity 
or both, and they tend to outstrip or displace all 
the other arts. 
!hey touch larae numbers of people simultaneously, 
and their effect is not lild.ted to those whom they 
directly touch. 
!bey interconnect and support one anotber, thus· 
causing a sort of reverberation. 
They are, to a extent, habit fonda& and their 
effect is coatqious. 
Tbe public arts popularize the classics. 
'!'he pubUc arts create, refuse to create, or 
destroy tbeir ova audieaces. 
they are in varying clearees pvemed by public law. 
The unique element: broedcasting uses a portion 
of the public domain.S 
There are several reasons for listing the views of 
these four men. Pirst, they present a variety of viewpoints, 
and second, eacb baa concisely and succinctly stated his 
feelinaa about popular art. 'l'his affords us a better under-
standia& of the entire area, and prepues us for a more 
detailed study of one specific reaLB of the popular arts. 
Satlbert Seldea, Tbe Public Arts (New York: Si.DaOa and 
Scbuater, 1956), pp. 298-299. 
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The presentation of these views has also illustrated 
that there is a certain aaount of agreement about popular art 
even though these popular arts are looked at from varying 
viewpoints. Tbe lllOtion picture, at the same time, is closely 
identified with these ima&es of popular arts. It logically 
follows then that an ex.U.nation of the art of the film is in 
order to determine whether or not tbia taase ia a valid one. 
There has been a tr818e0doua .aunt of material written 
on the subject of motion picture art. So •ch baa been 
written by ao 11l&Qy theorists with clifferent viewpoints and 
backgrounds that rather than create a consolidation of opinion, 
it baa instead created a diveraence of opinion. This 
divergence of opinion is the element of motion picture art 
that makes it such a lively topic for discussion. Tbia 
divergence of opinion also supports the need for further 
examination of the issues in the hope that through further 
examination sOJRe order may replace the chaos which exists. It 
is upon this reasoning that my hypothesis is buecl. 
It should be made clear in the beatnning that when 
film is spoken of as art, it is not to each and every fila we 
allu..te. M with painting, sculpture, poetry, aud musical 
compoaition, not every film is art. There are, however, thoae 
d.istinp.iabed few which many feel to be art, and it is to 
9 
e these that r•ference will be directed. Also, it should be 
pointed out that fil.Ja art as it is apok.en of here is not 
conaiclerecl in the lisht of a skill or a craft. Ernest Lind• 
sren clarifies tbls point and. synthesizes the hypothesis of 
this thesis when he says: 
Tbe word art is generally used in at least two senses. 
ln one, it means SiiiiPlY skill, u when we talk about the 
art of the potter, or the art of c.tressmald.ng. In that 
sense, no one is likely to quarrel with the phrue, "the 
art of the film." A considerable decree of skill may go 
to the making of even the dullest film. '!'here is, how-
ever, a second aenae in which we use the word, as when we 
speak of the art of •sic or the art of poetry, and when 
we describe Shakespeare • s I&RI J.uJ or Beethoven • s !l&nsJ.:!. 
IJ!I!MPI as wot'ka of art. llere 1 t obviously mea• far 
more than technical skill, ancl it is desirable that we 
should consider, before we finish, bow far it is 
leaitimate to regard the film u an art in this sense. 6 
A. 6smeat Lincl&ren, r.• @t tS the l'illt _{Lonciont George 
W' Allen and Unwin Ltd. , 1949 • p. 169. 
10 
CJIAPTU. II 
For .ame tiae now, filJU have beea labeled as art by 
those engqecl in their mald.ng. 'Dley are considered an art on 
the strenatb of their havina developed. a new creative form 
aacl tecboiflUe, and meat of tbe literature written about the 
art of the f11Ja dlacuaeee ulnly tbe foraa and technique of 
film production. rona and technique aloae, however, 4o not 
constitute an art, evea tbouab they are intearal parts. 
An art JDUst serve a certain function ad contain 
oe&-tain essential elements. 'lbenfore, aotion pictures caa 
be 'conaidued art if the functioaa and elaaenta of art can be 
applied to them. If ao tbeD there ahou.lcl be no further 
queation About the artistic merits ef tbe motion picture. 
Selected from aeatbetie tbaory are those aapecta 
wtd.cb best represent an art form. and beat present the nature 
\, 
e of art. These characteriatica will be used as the criteria 
by which the 180tion picture will be juqed •• an art. 
Before getting too involved in the preaentation of 
these criteria, however, it ia beat that certain basic 
information important to the clear and complete underatandina 
of these ideas and thouJhta be presented. lt will be 
necessary to have an uodaratandina of tbe nature of aestbetica 
and to have a working definitioa of aesthetics. lo thia will 
be the tuk 11aecliately aheacl. 
!Vo Illuatrationa of the Aeatbetic Jxeerience 
Iaqine two pictures of ahips ban&ina on the wall of 
a room. One 1a a clipperabip beautifully slender vi th grace-
ful linea that •- to a1n& &c. bowsprit to a tern. Tbe other 
is a man of war, atrong, aolicl, bulky, and majestic with a 
beauty all ita own. When tbeae pictures were fr...ct they 
were fraed with the 'bow of the clipper ship facing the right 
band side of the fr_. and the bow of tbe frigate facing the 
left. They were huaa aide by aida between two windows, the 
clipperabip facina the riabt window and the man of war facing 
the left: windvw. The pictures were ao bung that they were 
pulling ~ay froa each other. !bay were fighting each otber. 
···•· 
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~ They were in a state of tension and they were creatina a 
state of tenaion in any one that looked. at them. these two 
pictures have long since been rehung, and now they face each 
other in a state of pleasant equilibriwa, creatina that 
pleaaant relaxed sensation one hopes for in bis private 
quarters. 
Music has been one of the BIDSt productive aesthetic 
provoking arts. This story ia froa the writer'• personal 
experience ad is a cootl illustration of how auaic can have 
an aesthetic effect on both the artist and the •dience, ancl 
shows bow it can affect tha in both a vieual ud an aural 
way. In other worcla, the sound of -sic can have a great 
inward effect on a listener; often, however • the effect can 
be seen aa well. 
To participate in auaical activity and creation is in 
itself a rewarding experience, but when there are people like 
Buddy Sarkissian to work with the experience becomes even 1110re 
rewarcling. 
Buddy larklssiaa ia quite aD UDUaual and a 180at out-
atancUna and unique druaDer. Be playa a very apecial kind of 
dra; be ia a master of tbe Hear &aatern style. Rear Baatern 
people, indeed Asiatic people in general, are difficult people 
to und.erataad. Their culture, their way of life, their 
13 
~ history, their philosophy is so vastly different froa ours 
that they are difficult to comprehend and understand. Their 
music, then, as a reflection of their pel:'sonality, is equally , 
difficult to understand. Maar Eastern music is not the point 
of this story, thou&h; Buddy Sarkissian is. Be is an 
extraordinary c:lruaaer. Be doea not use sticks (he doean' t 
need them); Rear Eastern drummers never do. With his two 
hands he beats the Oriental dance rhyt~ which have a sort of 
hypnotic effect on the listener, and which, after a while, 
seem to culminate in a giant catharsis among the spectators 
and listeners. The walls begin to pulsate and one's entire 
being is tranafonaed into a rhythmic, ribrating entity. When ' 
you watch Buddy Sarkiasian you ••• .o.etbing almost as 
amazing as what you hear. His finaers are usually no more 
than a blur; his body is coaatantly in mDtioo •• bouncing 
durin& the more staccato rhytn.s and ewaying languidly during 
the more graceful and so leal rhythlu. Ria face betrays his 
OWn feelinas as he plays. When he is on the verge of a 
musical joke a ..tle trickles across his lips and his eyes 
sparkle devilishly, and when he is in the throes of a tender 
passaae his eyes become tranquil ud ethereal, and his hands 
lovingly caress the heads of his drums. Be has a stern look 
about him when he plays an heroic, strong, sforzando passage • 
14 
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e Ria U'm8 flayina the air make curious sweeps and swirls and up 
and clown movements.. The tilt of his heacl and his posture 
betray something about his feelinaa and become a part of the 
performance. 
lucld.y baa that curious, mqical quality possessed by 
many talented artists. Tbrousb the projection of his 
personality and his talent be can brio& about that ind.efinable 
tranafoJ:'JD&tion in an •dience, that truaforwution that ful• 
fills and inspires. 
These illustrations were dr&WD to belp show the 
nature of an aesthetic experieace. ,... •• are the feelinaa 
with which we are concerned wheD we apeak about aesthetics. 
It is this certain apiae•tln&lin& affect that clifferent art 
forma create in us. IDfortunately, it is impossible to dr .. 
a picture of an aesthetic experieace. In fact, it is next to 
impossible to describe it in t8l'IU which everyone will under-
stand and agree with. 
The word "aesthetics" is clerived. from the Greek word 
,!&tthet;:iJsot which aeans to perceive, especially with feeling.l 
p. 15. 
lwebater• s Jew Collea&tt• JU.ctJORH'f• 2ocl ed., 1951, 
lS 
e Today it takes on many new meania&a, all of theaa in some ways 
correct. "Sometimes aesthetics ia 4efine4 aa the philosophy 
of art, and aom.etiatea ita principle eODcem is the nature of 
beauty."2 
lor the purposes of this thesis aeatbetica will be 
referred to as bein& the perception of feelin&, and since 
this ia the cue, it loatcally follows tbat an inveatiaaticm 
of feelina :La :Ln order. What are our feelinas? What causes 
us to bave feelin&sf Bow are these feelin&• aroused? The 
answers to these questions and otb.era are forthcomtna. 
fee lin& :La the essuce of emotion. •'Jaotion is the 
intimately felt and the least satisfactorily understood of all 
objects of experienee."3 lmotion ls oae of the words used 
freely but little uodersteod. lveryene baa experienced at 
one time or another a feelin& that baa .ada bta want to 
laup or cry, or love or bate. lt may have been a tender 
lstephen fepper, ''lmotioa," frob&!!! of Afst)lttict, 
ed. El:Lseo Vivas and. Murray lrieaerRew York: ltinehart & 
., _C~&Ay, 1953), p .. lOS, 
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e moment in a film. Perhaps it wae the result of the influence 
of a piece of beautiful music or a painting. It uy ha.ve been 
effected by a hi&hly tenae or touching event that took place 
in real life. It matters little bow, when, or why the 
emotion wu evoked; the importat thin& is that it was there. 
Emotion is the substance of quality. The more 
voluminous, intense, aact hi&hly &aect tb.ia quality ia, the 
more extreme the emotion. l'or ex_,le, on DUU17 barber abop 
walls there bang safety caleodare depicting a atreet acene 
where a little child hu been hit by a automobile. lis 
' 
twisted tricycle ia there, a police officer is attendiaa him, 
the driver of the car ia also present with a look of horror 
and aapiah on bia face. lere is the volaad.noua event with a 
peat deal of intensity, too. It is an eppeal to our emotions 
to II CAI.BJUL. 
Row if tbie acene were in front of ua in real life, 
how uuch more :l.nteaae it would be and how Ditch more awed we 
would all be lJy it. tn the preaence of such an event it 
would hardly be poaeihle aot to be moved cleeply. 
lf an event does not have import or intensity, then 
a feeling is created rather than an emotioa, and if there ia 
no faaion of the intensity and tbe maaaiveoeaa or volume 
17 
e (import) then it would be clasifieci .. a 111004.4 Moods are 
usually associated with reli&ioua·works and aettinaa. Tbe 
peaceful setting of a church, the paatoral bymna, and the 
religious artifacts all seem to exhibit a certain calm that 
does not usually seem to be vary intense. lt should be act4ed, 
thou&h, that this is not always the caae. 
Generally speakina, everyone leada a pretty normal 
life of habit and J:OUtine, and most people adhere to a daily 
schedule that seldom changes. Life se•s· to ran ita course. 
But let just one obstacle hallper our progress, or let normal 
routine become interrupted, theft things b8ppen. Obstacles 
and interruptions in the path of aoraal routine are tbe 
elements wbich promote tboae dynamic tendencies in all of us. 
It is this wb.icb repreaenta conflict, and conflict is the 
stuff that emotions are made of. So it ia easy to see bow 
important the emotions ar:e. Indeed, certain upeeta of a 
person's social stability, physical well bd.og, aad meutal 
atate are contiogent upon the coaditions of the emotions and 
how well the emotions ue coped with. 
Once conflict has occured. aocl a emotion haa been 
aroused, it be&ins to taper off and cU.e, because problema 
4stephen Pepper, 2P• cit. 1 p. 376. 
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~ tend to resolve themselves. The artist, especially in the 
novel, the drama, and the film, tries to sustain this conflict 
through a aeries of anti-climaxes and, perhaps, manipulate it 
:tn such a way that it will srow ancl nell with the story until 
it reaches the pinnacle ·- the final climax. 
How are emotions created? 
There are ~ee technical m.ode.e of producin& .emotion 
thX'OU&b a work of au:t; first, direct stiaalat:J.on; second, 
representation; and third, expression. In the first, 
stimuli are clirectly evocative of emotion, or details 
detached from action patterns are set into a co.position, 
which as a total sti•lus arouses _.tion. 'J.'bie is the 
method of abstract desian. We think at once of music 
and. architecture. In the seconcl, men and WOMD 
expressia& emotions are repreeeated, ad our emotions are 
stirred at perceivin& the expressions of these represented 
emotions. llere we think of the novel, the drama or the 
representative pict\lre, eel the statue, In the third., 
sips of the au:tiats ova e1110t1ons appear in his work. of 
ut, and our emotions are stirred at the exhibition of 
his emotions. Perhaps bare we think particularly of the 
lyric • .5 
When an emotion is created. throu&h direct stimulation or 
repl:'esentation, then it is productive of pb1ect&ve ut; and. 
when aa emotion is created tb.rou&h expreas:Lon • then the end 
product is f!I}:!JfSU.Vt art. 6 It will be shown later in tbia 
thesis how these emotions caa be created tbroucb the motion 
picture, and how the motion picture, better perhapa than any 
Ss tephen Pepper, op, c& t. , p. 380. 
6Jbid. 
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~ other art, lends itself to the use of a combination of these 
emotion•ereating techniques. 
Tanaent to these modes of emotion are feelin&•· 
Feelings have been analysed aa falling into two cateaoriea, 
feeling .1.£ and feelin& Jitg. 1 Peeling :&&8 is the 11108t 
common ancl most e.ui ly &8sumed tJPe of feeling. reeling with 
a work of art depends upon the spectator's acceptance of the 
emotions aroused throuah direct stimulation, being sympathetic 
toward the emotions evoked tbrou&h the representational mode, 
and aasumtna a certain dearee of fusion with the work of the 
expressionist artist. 
Feeling .1.£ is quite aaother story. The main activity 
of the "at" feeling is directed at l"epresentational art. In 
works of a representational nature there may be numerous 
emotions depicted. It would be illpoaaible to be sympathetic 
toward all of these, so the spectator or audience becomes 
somewhat objective in his approach, perhaps even analytical. 
It ia rather difficult to feel 4£ those emotions which are 
the result of direct stimulation or expression. In fact, to 
do ao might seriously alter the effect of the intended emotion. 
Peeling ''with" and feeling "at" are aometiwas combined 
in a aioale work. This is the ease with the motion picture 
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and the drama, when, for example, through the introduction Qf 
several characters, each of which nas a different personality 
and a different role to play, our emotions and feelings are 
divided. It is possible to feel ''with" one character and 
"at" the others. 
Even thouah there may be an understanding of the 
methods by which emotions are produced, and even though there 
may be an understanding of the varioua ramifications of 
emotions such as mood and feeling, it is still not evident as 
to exactly how these emotions are produced. These feelings, 
emotions, and moods are pro$:acecl through the careful manipu• 
lation of form and conteot. It is the artist's ability to 
effectively manipulate these elements that determines the 
quality of his work and distinpishes him as an artist. 
What is there about an artist that dist:l.nptishes him 
and his work? What unusual prow•••• if any, does he 
necessarily have to possess? upon what does creativity 
depend? Even more questions cou14 be forthcomin& about this 
strange and mysterious quality with wbich some are blessed 
and others are not • that which is known aa tbe artiatic 
attitude. 
There are two priury eleaaente involved tn the 
artistic attitude: intuition and creativity. 
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A£tually, intuition is a form of knowledge. Benedetto 
Croce puts it in the following context. 
Knowled&e has two forms: it is either jgtuitiye 
knowleqe or &os&ctJ knowlectae• bowleclge obtained 
through the iml&igltj.o,.g or knowledae obtained through 
the ig&~Jltst; knowledge of tbe 'aMBtaal or knowledge 
of the uniy;u•el; of 'nd&Vidyfl tl\~ngs or the relAtion! 
between tbaa: it is, in fact, productive either of ima&•• 
or ;oncgt§.8 
He continues by pulling intuition into the sphere of art in 
the following manner: 
We may thus add to the various descriptions of 
intuition, noted at the be&innina; intuitive knowledge is 
expressive knowledae. Independent and autonomous in 
respect to intellectual function; inclifferant to later 
empirical cltfcriminations, to reality and to unreality, 
to foJ:'IIIItions and apperceptions of .,ace and time, which 
are also the latter; intuition or representation is 
diatinpiaheci ta (gm fna what ia felt and suffered, 
from the flux and wave of sensation, or from psychic 
aatter; and this form is expruaion. To intuit is to 
express; and nothin& else (nothing more. but nothing leas) 
thaD tq MPEI''· 
Art is JX'ression of impression, not expression of 
expression. 
These quotes describe intuition satisfactorily but do 
not accentuate the illportaoce of intuition in art. llere is 
•Benedetto Croce, "Art As lntldtion," Problef of 
Afa£1\!ticf, •d. IUaeo Yivu and Harray Crieaer (Bew York: 
R.inehart & Company, 1953), p. 69. 
9Ib,4., pp. 77•78. 
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e what Berman a.nctall and Juatu.a Buchler aay about the role of 
intuition in their book, fbilofOphx; 6D lntroactiog. 
• • • the treatment of the subject matter ia 
ultimately governed by some intuitive perception. We 
say ''ultimately" bee••• in perhaps the majority of caaea 
the treatment ia the result not aerely of apontaoeoua 
ma&ic, but of extended pluniag, analyaia of foraa, 
working and reworld.na, choosing aod d.iacardin& •• 
literally of reaaoaina ad experi.sMmting. But the final 
~=:: !! ::~::=!a!:a~foaucceaaful by a aenae of 
So it becomes clear that it is a combination of 
insi&ht and a certain artiatic aeoae upon which this intuitive 
knowlecl&e clepencia. 
Creativity, the aeconcl of the tw primary elemeats of 
the artistic attittacle, ia aa ayaterioua a quality u intuition. 
It ia through creation that expression ia acbievecl. 
!be work of artistic creation ia not a work performed 
in any exclusive or complete faehion in the mincl of the 
person wbom we call tbe artist. That idea ia a delusion 
bred of individuaUatic paycboloay, together with a falae 
view of the relation not ao -.ach betweea body aad mind aa 
between experieace at the psychical level and experience 
at the level of tbou&ht. !be aesthetic activity ia an 
activity of thoupt in the fora of conseiouaneaa, eon• 
vertia& into f.maainatioo an -.perlence, which, apart from 
10a.r.an &aodall ad Juatua Buchler, 'tilotoehx: AD 
lgtro,Hctiog (New York: Bamea and lloble, 1942, p. 117. 
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bein& ao converted, is aenauoua. 'l'hia activity is a 
corporate activity belonaina not to any one human beina 
but to a community. It is performed not only by the man 
we inclividualiatically call the artist, but partly by all 
the otb.er artists we speak of .. "influenciDg" hila. It is 
performed not only by this corporate body of artists, but 
(in the cue of artists of perforunce) by executaats, 
who are not merely actina uacter the artist's orders, but 
are coll&boratina with him to produce the finished work. 
And even now the activity of artistic creation ia not 
complete; for that there a.tat be an •dience, whose 
function is, therefore, not a .. rely receptive on, but 
collaborative too. Dt.e artiat (althouah under the apell 
of 1n41vidualiat1c prejudices he •Y try to deny it) 
atada tbua in collaborative relation• with an entire 
community of fellow artiete fr .. whoa he borrows, 
execatan.t• whom be ..,loye, aacl a •clience to wboJa be 
apeak•. " recopizin& theae relation a aad countiD& upon 
them in hit work, be straathena ad enriebea that work 
itself; by denying tb- be iJDpoveriahes it.ll 
It ia evident, tbea, that these two elemeata are the 
eaauce of the artistic attitude. In*t1on with the inaipt 
and sensitivity that accompanies it, aad creativity, with ita 
numerous facets. 
And finally, it should not be foraotten that the 
purpose of these attributes is, in the end, expression. 
Porm and content are parte of a wbole. Ivery work of 
lla. G. Collinawood, "!be Expression of -tion," 
,lrobl!!H of MlsMSica, ed. llieeo Vivaa aud lfarray Krieaer 
(Hew 'fork: linehart & Company, 1953), pp. 357•3S8. 
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e art, with a few exceptions, contains both, and while the 
arpaaent never ceases aa to which i• more important, the fact 
' r' 
should be faced that one is as necessary aa the other. 
rom ueually refers to, "the essential nature of a 
thin& as distiapished :f1:011. the utter in vbich it is 
eabodied," or as Aristotle explained it, "that in a thing 
which determines ita kind or aped.ea. ttll So in poetry there · 
are aonaeta, ballacla, epics, rounaa; and in &~aic the sonata, 
concerto, a)'IIPbony, rondo, and all the rest; and thea there 
are the various schools of painttna with their peculiar foraa 
and styles. 
laeic to all art, however, there are four primary 
forma. Then four :fonl8 are: spatial, teq"toral, c•aal, and 
telic. 
Works of art are hiply unified entities. to bqin 
· with, they are apace time ayat••· Works of art exhibit 
toaetherneas in a~ace ancl aucceaaiveaeaa in time. In the 
so called "static arta of p&intia&, sculpture, and , 
architecture, the apace ia 1110at hiply orpaized. But the :; 
works of these arts also exist in time, aometimea briefly 
but often for long historical epochs. In tbe eo called 
"clyn.U.c•• arts of •sic, the dance, and literature, the 
--------------------------------------------------------- ' 12webster • s ftD Cgllea&a&t J!ictiopFy, 2nd ed., 1951, :: 
p. 326. 
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t1ae is aost hi&hly organized. But the works of these 
arts also exist in apace, and aoaettmea as in aroup 
dancin& and in the acted draaa, the space is extensively 
oraanizecl. Besides apace and time, cauaali ty and 
teleoloay are present in works of art. The moat obvious 
illustration of cause and effect and telic structure are 
in. the rep.reaentational arts, expecially opera, the dance, 
the draa, the novel, and tbe sbo.rt story, where repre• 
sented actions are dep.icted as in c•sal or telic 
patterns. Bat. we shall find nUIII8roua other tyJtances of 
causality and teleolo&y in artistic creation. 
The important thin& to rem..ber is that seldoaa is an art form 
ei tber one or tbe other of these prillary forma. One form may 
precede another in i81portance in a work of art. On the other 
hand, two of these basic forma may be equally important in 
some otber work. However, in so far as classification is 
concerned, a work of art is unally considered as bein& of 
that form which is moat hi&bly oraanized in it. 
Subordinate to these primary for.. of art are certain 
principles of art, and the uderlyin& purpose behind these 
principles is the creation of unity in tbe work of art. As a 
matter of fact, these principles at .. froa man's inherent 
desire for unity in his universe. It follows that all these 
elements should be intearal parts of art. 
These basic unifying principles are: harmony, balance,; 
centrality or dominance, and developaent, as explained by 
~ ; 
13». w. Gotahalk, "rona," ~ l'robl!!lf of Mathetise, !i 
eel. Eliseo Vivas and ltarray lrieaerWew Yorka linehart & i' 
Company, 1953), pp. 194•195. ; 
H 
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- D. W. Gotahalk. 
The four principles of harmony, balance, centrality, 
and development, with their aesociate and derivations •• 
recurrence, a1ad.lar1ty, p-adation, variation, modulation, 
symmetry, contrast, opposition, eqailibrium, rhythm, 
measure, dominance, climax, heirarcby, aad progression •• 
are probably the chi.ef fo~l principles used by the 
imqinatioa of artia ts for the purification and cmh.ance-
ment of exiatcmtial atmctu.re in works of art. 11aploying 
these principles, artists build up perceptually vivid 
apatial, teaporal, caaaal and telic ytitiea in the details 
and over all desipa of their work a.-
D. w. Gotahalk aoes on to point out bow tbeae principles are 
effected, and their relationship to the four art forma. 
In general, harmony tenda to dominate the ao called 
"temporal arts," ancl balance in the eo called ••spatial'• 
arts. The temporal arts are by nature dyaamic; and the 
tranquilizing principle of harmony tends to give thea a 
firmness and stability of fe~ wbicb both amplifies and 
steadies for perception their intrinsically dynamic nature. 
Oa the other hand, the spatial arts are by nature static; 
and balance, by tbrowin& opposites qainat one anotheJ:', 
tends to &ive tbeae arts a dynaaic power which adele 
vitality to tbeil' fora an4 enliveoa their intrinsically 
static nature. Music aad poetry are par excellence the 
arts of haraony, while paintina, sculpture, aad arcbi• 
tectUJ:'e are par excelluce the arts of balance. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A very important principle of artistic form Al'iain& 
from a collaboration of balance and harmony or recurrence 
ia rhythm. A rhytba is an oraanization of aateriala so 
that they posse•• OJ:' 8U&&est patterned movement. 
• t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t • • • • • • • • 
A third aajor principle of artistic organization ia 
the principle of centrality. this principle ia employed 
wben an ensemble of iteaa is eo connected that one itaa or . 
&roup ia given aesthetic dominance over the others which 
remain important but .ubordinate to it. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
14 Jbid. t p. 199. 
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Development is baaed on novelty, on partial or 
complete advance to the non•etmilar. It is a goina fore• 
ward, a arowth, a leavin& behind of the past and the 
previous. Development is also different from balance. 
Balance is bued on equilibrium, on the transforad.n& of 
opposites, on deadlock and stabilization. Development is 
baaed on disequilibrium, on the transforadn& of opposites 
into directional moveaent, on th• prosreasion and 
conversion of the primarily static into the primarily 
progressive. finally, development is unlike centrality. 
Centrality is like heirarcbical order, on a auper-
orcl1nat1on aad auborclination of it••, on clominance. But 
the basis of developaent is an arranaement of iteaa as 
prior and posterior, not aa superior atul inferior. It ia 
baaed. on sequence, not on rauk, and aay be carried for• 
ward solely by equals, aa in the ex .. le cited, without 
the aid of it..a markedly superior or inferior in rank.15 
tbe oraanization of artistic form is beginning to take 
shape. Firat, the basic primary forma; next, the principles 
, of form with the underlyina P\U'POSe of unity; now, it ia 
necessary to diacuaa tboae el ... nta which are uaed to create 
the principles of wbicb we were apeak.ina. 
The elements of form. are: liae, shape, mass, texture, 
lipt, proportion, coaapoaitioa, color ancl others. 'lbeae are 
often referred to aa desi&n elements, and they can be appliecl 
and usecl in many waya. Linea, for exemple, need not be drawn 
on a canvas or sheet of paper. they could very well be "linea 
of a1pt" or imaainary lines fonaecl tbrouab the placeaent of 
actors on a etqe or throuah their aov-nta. :Part of the 
creative task of the artist is the detem:Lnation of how, when, 
lSJbid., pp. 195•198. 
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why and where these elements can best be used. It should be 
pointed out as a reminder that these elements are used for the 
ultimate purpose of creating unity tbrouah harmony. balance, 
centrality, and development. 
Stephen Pepper points out another use for these 
deaian elements. 
Also, there is a fine emotional discrimination 
between colora and combinations of colora; linea whether 
short or thick or blunt or pointed; tones; chorda; 
scales whether in a major or minor mode or some exotic 
mode. How far these are leuned. or natural no one knows, 
but in every culture they constitute an emotional 
language of &rflt reliability for those who have been 
brought in it. · . 
It is evident on the buia of this quote that the 
elements of form _and design not only lead to the support of 
. the principles of form, but also serve the purpose of 
helpina in the overall emotioaal reaponae evoked fr~ a work 
of art. It is in this respect that the for. of a work of 
art and the content of a work of art be&in to transcend one 
another. 
There are many meaninaa aad associated feelings and 
' characteristics connected with the various desian elements. 
Some of these associations are baaed on paycboloaical 
teatina, while others are baaed on traditional usage. It is 
' 
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important to know what tbase aaaoQi&tiona are, so an outline 
of some lea&th breaking dowa ~d explaining these elements of 
design can be foua4 ia Appendix I of thia thaaia. 
Content in ut .la that which &J,vea a work of art 
meaain&• It is tile subject matter of a work of art along 
with the ideaa and. themes iob.erat in works of art. 
E:r:win ranofaky, a well known iconologiat, breatc.a 
d.c)wn subject matter and. meanin& into three "spheres," 1) 
primary or natural subject matter •• a combination of the 
factual and. expressional; 2) aecoad.ary or convational 
.abject matter; l) intrinsic ..-oin& or cootent.l7 
Primary or natural .. bject matter ia deacrt••d by 
faaofsky in the following paragraph. 
When an acquaintance a~:eata - on the street by 
raising his hat, what l see from a fomal point of view 
ia notbioa but a cbanae of certain details within a 
confiauration fo~n& parts of tbe aeneral patterns of 
color, linea and volumes wbich constitute my world of 
vision. Wben I identify, u l autoaaatically do, this 
confipration as an object (aentl__..), and the chana• 
of detail aa an eveat (bat•liftina), l have already over• 
171rwin fanofalty, MMP&ol ig m Vigal Aft• (Carden 
City, tc. Y.: Doubleday & Company, 1i.SS, pp. 26•30. 
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stepped the ltmits of formal perception and entered a 
first sphere of aubject matter or raeaning.l8 
Secondary or conventional meanin& presupposes an 
understanding of the various cultures and euatoma of the 
world by the interpreter of the action, as well as an under-
ataading of the sian1f1cance of the act by the doer. In 
terms of the original illustration, the lifting of the hat is 
interpreted as a friendly areetina, the history of wbich 
dates back to the aae of chivalry. llowever, this particular 
act may have no meaning whatsoever to an Auatralian bushman 
or to an lakimo •. Worse yet, to them it lli&ht represent an 
unfriendly act. 
Therefore, when I interpret the liftina of a hat as 
a polite greeting, I rec@gniae in it a meanin& wbicb may 
be called aecondary or conventional; it differs fro. tbe 
primary or natural one in that.it is intell::.aible instead 
of beina seasible, ancl in that it baa been consciously 
imparted to the practical action by vbicb it ie con• 
veyed.19 . ,,;: 
The obaervation of the action in tbe illustration 
also reveale tbe personality of the person doin& the action. 
The personality of tbia person ia affected by his state of 
mind, his national, social, economic, educational and 
personal background, and period. the meaning derived froa 
181b&d., p. 26. 
19Jbid., p. 27. 
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~ the interpretation of this act in the light of these elements 
is called the intrinsic meaning or content. Panofsky says 
It is apprehended by ascertaining those underlyin& 
principles which reveal the basic attitude of a nation, 
a period, a class, a reli&lous or philosophical 
persuasion •• 1salified by one personality and condensed 
into oae work. 
These three spheres of meantna and their description 
belp point the way toward a better understandiag of the 
content of art. Irwin Panofsky is quick to point out one 
important fact, however. l.eprdin& the opposition between 
the proponents for and against the dominance or importance 
of either form or content, he says 
In fact, when we loosely speak of "subject matter •• 
opposed to fom, " we chiefly mean the sphere of 
aecon~y or conventional subject matter, viz., the 
world of specific images, atories and alleaoriea, as 
opposed to the sphere of primary or nliural subject 
matter m.nifested in artiatic motifs. 
lt is within tbeae apberes of meanin& and content, 
tbat we begin to find that part of art wbich ia concerned 
with social, cultural, and paycboloaical effect. Even more 
important 1 t is the content and meanina of art that is 
c01111111nicati ve in nature. 'lbe importance of this COUIDUQica• 
tive aspect of art can hardly be debated or queationed. Is 
20Ibid.' p. 30. 
211!W! •• p. 29. 
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e it not true that aost of what we know about other clvili• 
zations, other lands, incteed, what we know about the evolution 
of man is laraely attributed to information gleaned froa the 
arts and artifacts discovered durin& archeolo&ical expe-
~ . ' 
ditions? 
It is alao interestin& and important to realize that 
tbe content of art functions aa a !ftac!l!lgicat&Y! device aa 
well. In other words, when c._anicatin& with each otbar 
meaaaaea are excbanaect with regard to the ca unication aa 
well aa to the ... aqea betna coaaanicated. These aeta• 
communicative maaaagea are: 
l. Tbe •pacific inatructious liven by a aender about 
the way aeaaqes oupt to be interpreted and the 
respective interpretations aade by the receiver. 
2. Implicit inatruc.tiona containecl in what ia 
commonly referred to aa role. 
3. Inatitationalizea inatructions, either implicit 
or explicit that are inbereat in the structure of 
aocial aituationaJ!Dd tbe rulea governin& the 
flow of aesaqea. 
The importance of both fora aad content are evident. 
lacb ia a neceaaary entity if the fall tmpact and effect of a 
work of art ia to be felt, and each baa •ch to contribute to 
the other aa well aa to tbe entire work of •t. 
22Jw:aen aeuach and Weldon l'aea, loe•Verbal S!ftpugi• 
cation (lerkeley and Loa Anaelea: Univeraity of California 
Preaa, 1956), p. 7. 
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TQe Pw!ctioga of 65'S 
'fbe f1Ueatioo quite lo&ically ariaea, why art? What 
ia the reaaon for it? What can it do? Dow throu&b the 
qea there have been many tbeoriea foraalated in the hope 
tbat one of th• mi&ht be the an•er to theae queationa and 
otbera. 
One theory of the nature of the function of art ia 
that art ia "a penetration to a reality behind experience. tt23 
This ia tbe theory which ia aaaociated with Plato'• view 
"that there ia aa abaolute rona or Icieal • • • " aad that 
"in teraaa of ncb a view artistic activity would be the 
search after an Abaolute."24 
Mext ia the theory that art ia an inatruaent of 
pleaaure. 25 Thia ia a very popular tbeory. !be pleaaure 
referred to ia aeatbetic pleaaure, tbe type of pleaaure that 
depends upon the .... kind of artiatic aenaitivity which waa 
diacuaaed in reference to tbe artistic attitude. Reverthe• 
leaa, tbia theory of art ia IDU'kecl.ly Bedoaiatic, and one 
23aandall and Buchler, 
24Ib1d., p. 265. 
251bid. 
op. sit., ,. 264. 
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~ aestbetlcian betrays his Hedonistic thinking when be defines 
art in this way: 
What we call a work of art is on the one hand a 
thin&; on the other lumcl an experience. If we were 
aaked to express the nature of tbia experience in a 
aingle sentence, we aay venture to say of it that it 
is satisfaction of desire. • • • 26 
"Art aa the intensified expression of experiencett27 
1• another theory of the function of art. It is the theory 
that seaas to fit beat into 110dero clay thinking. Here ia a 
description of this function of art. 
The creation of art results froa the artist con• 
trib.atin& h18 per•nality, bowleqe, ....,ry, imagination, 
and the eoviroaaent cootri'butiaa the aounds (in the case 
of DBaic), anillate and iaaaiute fonaa (in tbe caae of 
sculpture, dGce, furaiture, architecture), living 
characters and evuts (in the caae of the c1r ... and the 
novel). The eoviro-.at feeds the artiat, the artist 
moulds tbe enviroDmeDt.21 
Tbia tbeory ia, perhaps, a more .odera theory than 
the other two, and to .upport tbia feelin& it ia aeceaaary 
only to be aware of the aocio-culc.ral•paycbological aura 
that surrounds the precedin& cleacription. 
It doesn't really .. tter wbetber or not the function 
2'o.wi tt a. Pukezo • "the .. tare of Art •" ~ Probl!l!!! 1, of Al!tbeticf, ed. &liaeo Viva• and llarJ:ay Krieaerlfew York: i\ 
tinehart & Company, 1953), p. 105. :i 
27Randall and Buchler, -.91~· .... c ... 1.,.S•, p. 266. 
28 lJdS. t pp. 266-267. 
il 
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e of art is .odern or traditional, aince all three of the 
previoualy .. ntioned function• poaaeaa a certain amount of 
validity. Indeed, today aeatbeticiana are atill debatina, 
hoping that aomeday they will be able to formulate. a theory 
of art that 111.11 fulfill tile needa of all. 
Ait As Qpppgpiqatiop 
One of the areateat qaeationa in debate among 
aeetheticiua is concerned with the nature and function of 
art. !be question is, "Doea the artist co.unicate?" 
Tolstoy was one of the acbool wbo thou&ht that ut 
bad definite cC~~BUaicativa aaaociatioaa. So vehement was he 
:l.n his view that art did ca 1n:l.cate that he is underatood to 
have a aid that :l.f a work of art d:l.cl not co.man:l.cate, then :1. t 
waa not art. And ao vehemeat waa be :l.n h:l.a opposition to 
the view that art ia a :l.nati'Uaeat of pleuure that be made 
the followin& atat ... nt durin& an atta.pt to define art; 
In order to correctly clefiae art it ia neceaaary f:l.rat: 
of all to ceue to consider it u a -•• to pleaaure •• • 
aad to cona:l.der it u one of the cond:l.tiona of m.an 
life. Viawin& it in this way we cannot fail to obaerve 
that art ie one of the aeea of iateJ:'courae between 1UD 
ad ... 29 
29c.uat Leo Tolatoy • "Art Aa the Conawnication of 
lmotion '. u A Jlodaru Book of Atatbeiica •.. eel. Melvin Iader (Rew 
tork: Beary Bolt 6 Compan7, ltl..S. "·* p. 100. r . 
:: 
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4lt Henri Bergson, on the other band, takea an almost opposite 
view. '11lia ia bow he defines art: 
''" 
You could define art, then, as a paaaionate deatre 
for accuracy, and the eaaenttally aeathetic emotion •• the .· 
excitement which ia geaerated by direct communication. 
Orc:lioary lanauap cOIIII'DUnicatea aotbiog of the inclividta• 
ality or the freabaeaa of tbinaa. Aa far •• that quality 
so•• we live aeparated fro. each other. The excite.ent 
of art comae fro. tbia rare and unique communication. 
The •••ential element in the pleaaure alvea .. by • 
work of art llea in the feeling at vea us by tbia rare 
accoapliabment of direct co sn1cat1on.30 
lric Bewtoa also baa aeaetb.ina to aay about the 
cODlDIUDicat:l. ve aepecta of art. ODe of laaland 'a beat known 
art critic•, be tuma pbiloaopher, aod in bia book paropee 
Pt&gtins !9d lculptpg be expreeaea ble feelin& tluaa: 
But tbia artistic activity •• thia makin& of drawings 
and overtures aocl boolta and poatqe etampa 1• not a 
thing doae juat for the fUn of doin& it. llo doubt it ia 
fun to write a boek or c0111pose an overture, but no artiat 
waa ever content to have his fun and then throw the 
reault of it -ay. fbe book baa to be read, the overture 
parfonaed, the b~llet or the ,tictu'e aeaa. Art; ta 
C9"'!Dicatiog • .L,Iillpbuia mil\!/ lehiafl every work of art 
ia the artiat'• appeal to hie fellows, ''Don't you t•• 
wbat I .. ant Don.'t you aee what I'a setting at?"l 
"A vehicle of c-.n:l.cationa ie 1inteaclecl' to 
traaamit a coacept," aaya Krwia Paaofaky. ADd then be 
lOT. 1. •lme, "Beraaon•a 'lbeory of Art," .Das 
froblw of Art, ad. Eliaeo Vi va• an4 lllrray lri•l•l' (ltew 
York: Rinehart and Compaay, 19S3), pp. 135•137. 
llartc Rewton, ltaropean P&!!S&aa and ~CJlet!rt 
(Rammonclaworth, IDgland: Penguin looka, 1941, p. 11. 
;: 
i: 
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e continues, "A poa. or an historical paintin& is, in a sense, 
a vehicle of c0Dalnication."l2 He continues to explain that 
this is so because " ••• the intention is definitely fixed 
on the idea of the work, namely on the meaning to be trana• 
mit ted • • • tt33 It is safe to asaame on the streoatb of 
these remarks that Irwin Panofaky is also of the opinion that 
art communicates. 
It should be pointed out, as il the ease with moat 
philosophical pointe of view, that these are highly debatable 
issues. Baaed on the evidence of the thou&bta and ideas of 
the aeathetic:ians previously quoted, it would be proper to 
assume that there is coamunication throu&h art. In fact, it 
may even be speculated that the communicative aspects of art 
could be much more effective than the communicative aspects 
of non• art forau. this view can be supported on tbe strength 
of the fact that art is more profound in ita nature and 
character than non•art. 
The moat important thing to remeaaber throuah all of 
this investiaation into the nature of art, the functions of 
art and the aesthetics of ut ia that art is neither black 
nor white; it is a combination of many things, feelin&s, 
l2zrwin Panofsky, op. cit., p. 12. 
33~. 
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e concepts and views which make it impossible to define in 
simple terms. 
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CJIAPTIJt III 
TilE Alt'l' OF Till MDTIOH PIC'l'UU 
De §oc&t=SJltiQl A!l•ctt gf tl!• lil.a 
• 
Tbe birth of fila art led not only to the creation of 
new worka of art but to the _.raence of new human 
facilities with wbicb to perceive and underataad theae 
arta.l 
It ia unfortunate but true that the fila, a Yiaual 
aecU'LIID, . -•rged ad clevelopecl in aa era dominated by the 
written and apokeo word. Bven ao, tbe silent fila in the 
early year• of filaa 1D&kina were a hup aucceaa. One could 
theorize that thil wu due to tbe newnea1 ad the novelty of 
tbia new .. dium. But thia wu not the whole a tory. The 
motion picture art required a certain degree of aopbiati• 
cation for ita underataaclina. 'l'bia aophiatication and 
greater underatandiog ae... to have arown alona with the 
inc:luatrial and ecenoadc development of the country, which 
';;.., 
_ ...... --- -------·-
,, 
p. 33. 
1Bela Balaza, Theory of file (London: Deania Dobaon), j! 
e was taking place about this time. People had more free time 
aad more money. With all this free time and money it was 
only natural that the entertainmaat industries experienced a 
substantial increase in interest from the public. This of 
course included the motion picture. 
Tbe motion picture emerged rather slowly on the 
American scene. At first the •vi•• were only extra added 
attractions at the vaudeville ahowa. It wasn't long before 
people were going to the theaters to aee the movie rather 
thaa the live acta. In aay event, the public araclually beaan 
to understand the purely visual peculiarity of the motion 
picture. They were developing the "new huaaaD facilities" 
with which to uaderatancl this new art fora. 
Several views as to the nature and effects of popular 
art were presented in Chapter ODe. For the moat part these 
views were not altoaetber coaplimentary, but to pursue tbia 
question any further would only distract fro. this theaia. 
It ia necessary here, however, to point out soma of the 
reaaona behind these views. 
A great deal of tbe fault found with the aotion 
picture is baaed upon the effect it has on the general public. 
Since the motion picture became a popular means of entertain• 
ment, it baa without a doubt bad a substantial effect on ita 
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audience. In one filaa produced some time ago, Charles Boyer 
and Irene Dunne drank a bottle of pink champagne. Pink 
champagne sales zoomed as a result. There are numerous other 
instances. For example, a particular style of interior 
decorating vas displayed in a movie, and ovemigbt it became 
the rage. Similar occurancea are noted in hair styles, 
attire, make•up (Mae Murray, the girl with the ''bee-stung" 
lips), aad ..ay others. Tbe consequences of this trait of 
the films is obvious. llaay desires are created. Is this 
bad? More people have a cbance to see things with which 
they are not f..tliar, far .. ay places are depicted, new, 
different and enchaating ways of life are shown. It is 
through exposure to theae new and unusual things that di a• 
satisfaction is caused. It is this dissatisfaction that 
creates the dynamic tendency of our aociety, and it is tbia 
dynamisa that makes our nation areat. 
Aaother socio•cultural aspect of the motion picture 
ia ita power as a propqanda tool, and thia distinctive 
feature of the fila is evident. The great effect of filma 
such aa Irippb of tQt Will ia incalculable. Indeed, ita 
effect is laraely an aesthetic one. It is true that films 
like this one do have a measqe for the audience, but more 
important is the feeling instilled in the viewers. In this 
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e film Hitler's propaganda bureau outdid itself. With the 
constant driving rbytbaa of the marcbin& drwaa, the torch 
light parades, the mass demonstrations, the zealous looks on 
"Hitler's Youth," one could hardly help but feel that Raziam 
was right and good. Charles Biedermao writes bia views on 
tbia aubj ect in bia book Art As (he §volut&on of Visual 
IQ:U?!fl!clie• 
It was but a short trip to convert the fantasy method 
of film matins deliberately into propasanda or political 
fantasy; a developaeat which has reached ita zenith in 
totalitarian states. The leaders of the latter nations 
also wished to depict "realities" which did not exist in 
order to pacify, clelucle, and exploit the aaaaea, tbua, 
keeping th .. under control. Tbey quickly converted the 
basic Hollywood formula to serve the purpose of direct 
political action. Their fiw alao showed the ''people" 
that the world was a beautiful place in which to live, 
but instead of the world of Hollywood or America, it waa 
that particular corner of the world in which each 
totalitarian slave lived. • • • 
It ia of interest, tberefore, that in totalitarian 
countries the nuaber of "entertainaent" filaas from Bolly• 
wood baa been definitely limited by import resulationa in 
order to remove a •1rong competitor to the local propa• 
sanda-ascape filu. 
One of the moat :tnterestin& uses of the JDOtion picture 
in politics was witnessed during the Democratic Rational 
Convention of 1960. Tbe readins of the party platform was 
punctuated by a three part film. All the heroic elements 
2Charlea Biederman, Art A! the lvolution of V1s,a1 
loovlecl&e (l.edwing, Minnesota: Charles Biederaan, 1948 , 
pp. 247-248. 
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e were :l.neluc:led in this film -- the fields of waving grain' the 
sreat American industry (the steel mills and their spark-
spewing cauldrons), the farmer tilling the soil, the four 
freedo.s, great Democratic leaders of the paat, and all the 
other emotionally provocative devices one might expect to 
see in a political propaganda fila designed to depict Demo• 
cratic rarty policy and show llepublica short•coad.n&• and 
failures. 
Are thea• usea of the motion picture so different 
from the use to which the cartoons and drewin&s of Daumier 
were put? Social, political, and cultural comment have 
frequently been the subjects for some of our moat renowned 
artists. This baa never created a decrease in either the 
value or the regard that art lovers have held for their works. 
Toulouse Lautrec, it should be noted, achieved bia fame 
through tbe posters he desianed for the MOulin lou&•· Today 
these advertisin& pieces are close to priceless objects of 
art. 
a.. G. Coll:l.npood theorizes that art need not be a 
useless entity, but that which makes art art is not the 
same thing that makea art useful. In other words, art can, 
but need not, be useful, and becauae an art is or ia not 
useful does not uke it 110re or less an art. Collingwood 
i: 
i' 
i' 
' 
' 
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• :; contends that these psychologically sti1111.1lating worke of art 
• 
are in reality "pseudo•art"l or simply that it is not art: but '' 
:· it is mistaken for art. Be aroups the followins activities 
under this beading: 
Let us &ive the six their ri&ht n .. s. Wbere an 
emotion is aroused for its own aake, as an enjoyable 
experience, the craft of arousin& it is -•ement; where 
for tbe sake of ita practical value, aaaaic. • • • Where 
intellectual faculties are etf.llllllatec.t for the mere sake 
of their excercise, tbe work desipe4 to stilaulate them 
ia a puzzle; where for the aake of koowing a thiag, 
instruction. Where a certain practical activity is 
stimulated as expedient, that which. stimulates it is 
advertisement or (in the current .odera sense, not the 
old sense) propqaada; where it ia stimulated u right, 
exortation.,. 
Collin.-ood narrows the field down to auch an extent in this 
paraar-.b that there is little left that can be considered 
art. 
Collinswood betrays himaelf wbea be endeavors to 
describe and define art. Be claf.Ju that it ia "Primarily an 
'interoal' or 'meotal' thiaa, which exiata ia the bead of the 
artist," and "secondarily, it ia a bodily or perceptible 
thina • • • "' the importance of which is only incidental to 
3a. G. Collinpoocl, l'be Pg.ncieles of Art (Oxford: 
' Tbe Clarendon Preas, 1938), pp. 32•33. 
4Ib!f .. 
s Ibid. • p. 37 • 
==rt--
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the mental or iaternal activity of producing it. It is 
evident that just as aach meatal intuition or internal 
activity goea into the making of something that is intended 
to arovae the emotion a, ~e 1 or even propqaodize. In fact, 
so subtle and so deft are many propaaaada attempts that only 
an individual who possesses an artistic attitude could 
effectively create them. Ibis is eepeeially true of the 
propqanda film. 
This exposition on tbe socio•cultural and psycho• 
logical effects of art and the fila was intended to abow bow 
the artistic attitude is quite far flung. It points up also 
the fact that art defines defiaitive description. lacb 
peculiar aemaa of art must be iociiviclually defined., or each 
work of art must be jud.seci on tbe intent behind it and ita 
final finished for.. Tbese are the alternatives, and by 
these standards the motioo picture will finally be able to 
take ita proper place 1o the artistic schema of things. 
With the invention of the motion picture camera and 
motion picture film there developed a new art fora. It is 
said that tbe IDOtion picture was the first new art fona to 
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emerge in centuries. Whether· or not this is true is 
inconsequential. The fact remains that this new art did 
develop. 
What is the nature of this new art form? Why is it 
different? What is ita forte? Mrs. Robert Flaherty, wife of 
the renowned documentary fila producer, calla it poetry.6 
Jlo one can deny that the opening aequoce of Louitiana §sou, 
oqe of her husband's lut film.a, vas indeed poetic in nature, 
as was Hen of &;u, u earlier fila. 
Susanne Lanser also sees a poetic essence about the 
motion picture, but characterizes it aa having more of the 
character of a dr- than of poetry. Tbis is bow abe 
characterizes the aotion picture. 
One of the aoat atrikin& characteristics of this new 
art is that it ..... to be OIIDivoJ:OUs, able to assimilate 
the moat diverse aaterial and taro thea into elements of 
ita OVD. With every new invention •• montage, the sound 
track, Tecbnicolor •• ita devotees bave raised a cry of 
fear that now ita "art" Datat be lost. Since every ncb 
novelty is, of course, promptly exploited before it is 
even technically perfected, and flaunted in ita rawest 
state, as a popular sensation, in tba flood of .. aning• 
less compositions that steadily nppliea the show 
busil.'lesa, there is usually a tidal wave of particularly 
bad r.bbiah in association with every important advance. 
But the art aoes on. It riallova everythina: d.aacina, 
akatina, draa, panor-., eartoonina, JDUsic (it almost 
requires •sic). 
Therewithal, it reaaina a poetic art. But it is not 
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any poetic art we have known before; it makes the primary 
illusion ·- virtual biatory ·- in ita own mode. 
Tbia i~ essentially, the draa. mode. • • • 1 
There are these and there are other rather esoteric 
definitions or characterizations of the motion pictwre. It 
ahould not be foraotten, however, that if the contention that 
film is art is to be aubatantiated, then the film .ast adhere 
to those criteria presented 1a Chapter Two. 
Adherence to these el ... ata or criteria is 
accomplished in the aetion picture tbrou&h ita three intearal 
parte: meaning, aontaae ud 110tion. 
Kepipa 
It was pointed out earlier that .. anin&, conventional 
or intrinsic, was the eaaaace of content. What is aaen on 
the motion picture screen is, in affect, real people doing 
real thinaa. It follows, thaD, that their actiona and 
aituatioaa can ba interpreted by those watching in teraa of 
the primary, secondary, and intrinaic inte~retationa of 
content. Iudolph Arabaia explains it this way: 
The r .. aateriala that fiL. can uae for ita repre• 
sentations conaiata entirely of aaterial objects and 
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physical happenings. But meatal processes may be 
explained by aeana of these. There are, above all, the 
play of the hu.an face and the gestures of the body and 
liwaba •• by means of tb.era human tb.ou&ht and feelings are 
expressed in the saoat c.Urect and f..tliar way. 'J.'bese are, 
however, not the only means of .akio& inner happeninas 
externally 8 visible ancl perhaps not even the beat ancl aoat effective. 
Tbia waa the reaaon for the arowtb of fi~ acting aa a 
discipline in and of itself. Greater nbtlety was clelaanded, 
ancl bee••• of the intimacy of the caera, there waa no 
further neecl for the overemphaaiaed gestures of the theater. 
Bow a curl of the lip or the tilt of an eyebrow can convey as 
potent a aeanin& aa the moat profound verbal exposition in 
the theater. This teohn1qu:e is called "filmlc tt and repre• 
sents what AJ:n,b.eim calla "the aind throup the body" 
technicau•·' 
'fbeae two exM9lea froa f1laa proclucecl by two of the 
areataat fila makers that ever lived ••batantiatea the view 
that fil.ua can be profound in ita conteot. In both of these 
cases Chaplin and Bis•atein present situations vbicb pre-
suppose sophisticated attitudes, and an equally aophisticatecl 
level of uacleratandina • 
• • • Chaplin's D• Qgld !!flh affords aeaorable 
laudolph Arnhetm, f&\!! M At«: (Berkeley and Los 
An&elea: University of California freas, 1958), p. 134. 
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examples. There is a scene where Charlie aa a starvina 
prospector cooks and eats his dirty oilecl boots. 
Eleaaotly and with perfect tabla UDners he carves his 
unusual dish -- he lifta off tbe upper eo that tbe sole 
with the nails sticking up in it ia left like the back;. 
bone of a flab from wbicb the meat has been r..oved; he 
carefully sucks the nails as if they were chicken bones, 
and winds the laces around bia fork like spaahetti. 
In this scene the contraat between rich and poor is 
symbolized in an incdlllparably oripnal, striking, and 
graphic ·manner. · '· 
. . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Chaplin makes use of the coatraat puafully clear to 
the eyea of the apectator·by ct.onatratin& the aiudlarity 
of form of such objectively different thinas. And the 
areat artiatry of the invention liea in that such an 
elemental, profoundly human theme· aa "hunaer versus good 
living" 1a pre·aaated gtctorially by objective means that 
are so truly filmic.l 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
In liaeaatein' • 'I'll• General 149! a tractor is seen 
craahina tbrouah the fences that cut up a field into a 
number of small boldin&•· Tbe aceae ia intended to con• 
vey symbolically that the tractor, the embl- of modern 
qriculture, enforces collectivi•. This idea is, bow-
ever • aot of a very hi&h arade artistically because the 
epiaode that ia showa simply makea a concrete sceae of 
aa abe tract notion, reaardleaa of whether it is likely 
to occur in reality. In a "naturalistic" film aay 
symbolic aceoe must be ao planaed tbat it not only makes 
this implicit meanina visible ia a coaprebensible manner, 
but also fita amoothl{ into the action and the world 
depicted in the film. 1 
lven thou&h this laat episocle ad.aht not be coas:.l.derecl of the 
hi&heat artistic order, the fact still remains that the idea 
c•e acrose aucl even more important, it points out that there i! 
., 
., 
are limitless potentials for tbe expresaion of ideas, !i 
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concepts, opinions, and attitudes in the motion picture. 
Content in the motion pieture is boundless. It can 
present almost any situation, philosophy, or viewpoint. 
Finally, if art has as one of ita functions the role 
of communicating, as Tolstoy, Berason, Iewton, and Panofaky 
claim it does, then here too the aotion picture fulfills 
uother requir•ent of the criteria which have been set down. 
IJontage 
MOntage ~ become the peculiarity of the motion 
picture, ad it is ofta aaicl that it is Mntqe which is the 
art of the film. 
Hootaae is nothin& more than the act of combining or 
11joinina together shots of situations that occur at different 
times and. different places. ttl2 While this may aeea like a 
relatively simple process, it is not. !be entire effect of 
the content of the fila is aoverned by the joining of these 
sbota, aad one shot indiscreetly placed or just wronaly 
placecl would alter the intended aeaniDI of the Set(uence, and 
i would result in nothin& but an exhibition of poor tecbaique. 
In musical composition one tb... is often run against 
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another. this is called counterpoint. In the motion picture 
a similar manipulation of shots takes place which is part of 
montage. This manipulation is called juxtaposition. Mathe• 
matics tells us that the whole is never greater than the sum 
of its parts. Through the use of juxtapo•ition, however, 
this theory is disproved. It is the purpose of juxtaposition 
to create through the joining of shots an effect &reater than 
the illpact of one shot plue the impact of another. l'his 
effect might be an effect of emotion, or meaning, but what-
ever the effect, it is heiahtened and increased by beina 
juxtaposed. 
two Bussian film theoreticians named Pudovkin and 
rtmoshenko formulated between them some twenty methode of 
montage. Iudolph Arnheint has taken these twenty methods and 
synthesized them into a concise outline. A knowledge of the 
principles of montqe is, perhaps, the most important 
information a film maker can possess, so Appendix II is 
devoted to Arnheim's outline of the "Principles of Montage." 
Actually, it is montaae that aives the motion picture 
its form, It is not difficult to see the relationship vetween 
the basic art forms (spatial, temporal, causal, and telic) 
and those forms which montage ia intended to create ·- space 
4lt relatione, time relations, and subject matter relations. 
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(lafer to Appendix II.) 
Then there are the four principle• of formal unity: 
harmony, balaace, centrality, aad developaent. These montage 
principles correspond: rhythiD tbrouah cutting {remember that 
rhythm was described as a collaboration between harmony and 
balance), centrality throulb forced concentration created by 
montaae within a scene (lona shot followed by a close up), 
development through the .uccession of shots. 
Of courae, each separate frame on the fi~ is a 
picture made up of the basic desian el ... nts: line, shape, 
proportion, texture, key, point, etc., along with the 
principles of pictorial ca.poaitioa. 
So aaother taSk baa been accomplished: the inte-
aration of the el ... nt, principles, and atructures of 
artistic foi'ID with the form of the BlOtion picture. 
The case for the fila as art arows. 
Emotion, feeliaa, ud mood were three other features 
of the nature of art wbich were discuased and supposed to be 
essential to a work of art in either an explicit or implicit 
way. lt was stated that conflict was the father of emotion, 
emotion the father of feeliaa, and the aesthetic experience 
the perception of theae feelings and experiences. 
The theory of conflict is the baaia for Eisenstein'• 
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philosophy of montage. Sergei liaenatein formulated five 
methocla of montage: metric, rhytbdc, tonal, overtonal, and 
intellectual.ll these metboda, it is au.fficiant to aay, are 
defined in terms of their function and effect. Their develop• ·. 
ment is described by Eisenstein thus: 
Within a scheme of mutual relations, echoing and con• 
flicting with one another, they move to a more and more 
stronaly defined type of montage, each one or,ganically 
arowtaa from the other. 
!bus the transition from metrics to rhythmics came 
about in the conflict between the length of the shot and 
the movement within the fr ... 
Tonal montqe arova out of the conflict between the 
rhythmic and tonal principles of the piece. 
And finally •• overtonal montaae, from the conflict 
between the principle tone of the piece (ita dominant) 
and the overtone. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Intellectual Mntqe is aaontaae not of generally 
phyaioloaical overtonal aounda, but of aouncla and over-
tones of an intellectual sort: :L.a., .confl1ct•1axta• 
position of accorapanyina 1ntellectaa1 ..,fecta.l3i 
lie continues to expla:ln tbat his theory of film is baaed 
upon a dialectic approach. About this dealectic approach be 
says: 
A dynamic comprebaaaion of thiaaa is also basic to 
the s- degree, for a correct uoclerataadin& of art and 
of all art foJ:'IU. In the reala of art this dealectie 
principle of clynamica is embodied in 
CCIIJLICT 
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aa tbe fundamental principle for the existence of every 
art•work and every art•fora. 
fgr,1£t J.t llW!JB cgnflJ.SSl 
1) accordlna to ita social ataaion 
(2)' accordina to ita nature. 
(3) accordina to ita methddoloayl5 
"So, aaontqe ia confllct,"l6,be aoea on, and to give 
eome idea aa to the conflict• he enviaiona peculiar to the 
film, here ia a list of the conflict• liauatein aeea in the 
film. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
'· 6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Graphic conflict. 
Conflict of planes. 
Conflict of volu..a. 
Spatial conflict. 
Lipt conflict. 
Tempo conflict. 
Conflict between utter and viewpoint (achieved 
'by spatial distortion throtqb caaaeJ:a anal•). 
Conflict between utter and ita spatial nature 
(achieved by asa.cal s\j,ptortign by the lena). 
Conflict between an event and ita t..,oral nature 
(achieved by ~~tJ.gn and ttop•motiog). 
ud finally 
10. Conflict between the whole utieal ceatplex and a 
quite different sphere. 
Tbua does coaflict between optical and acoustical 
experience produce: 
Kiaeaatein t a theori.ee ao aaeh deeper than those brief 
15Dtd. I p. 46. 
16zbJ.d., p. 38. 
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• snatches which have been presented here adght suaaeat. The 
reason for presenting thia theory is twOfold, Firat, it is 
one of the basic philosophies of motion picture art; and 
second, it poiats out the ways aad. meaae that the fila maker 
adght creat conflict, which ia the eaaeoce of emotion. Tb.is 
theory also presents and supports the inte&ration of the 
' conflict•emotion elemeot of art into the motion picture, 
1 latiog 
Hotioa, ia the end, ia without a doubt the moat 
clistinpisbiaa feature of the motion pictv.re. It ia motion 
that seta the film apart frOID all other art foras, and it ia 
motion that makes the motion picture the dynamic, vigorous, 
and foJ:ceful art that it is. 
Motion aa it ill actually experienced by the auclie11ce 
relies on the followin& factors: (1) the movements of the 
objects, alive or dead, that are pllotographecl by the 
c•era; (2) the effect of perapectf.ve and of the df.stance 
S6 
of the camera froa the object; (3) the effect of the m.ovin& 
c .. ra; (4) the ayntbeef.e of individual ecenea, accompliabed 
by aontaae, in an overall composition of motion; (S) the 
interaction If movemeata tbat are put next to each other 
by mootqe .1 
!be iatricaciea of motion aacl ita uses in tbe art of 
the filaa are numerous indeed. However, the followia& are the 
~ selected few that seem to be most encompassing and moat 
important. rirst, motion is highly expressive. This express• 
lveness is dependent on the speed of the motion, and by 
changing the speed of the motion, the character of the 
expression is likewise changed. Second, the content of the 
film will be more effectively interpreted by the eye, and the 
moving objects will take on a more artistic appearance, 
proviclecl the mov•ettt ia "musically articulate." Third, the 
surroundings are aa much a part of the movement as are the 
actors, and these can often be more impressive than the move-
menta of the human body.19 
The musical feature of film, as advanced by Arnbeim, 
ia very interestin& and worth preaentina. 
Since viaual movement is action that takes place in 
tiae, it baa &D affinity with -•ic and ia influenced by 
it. Music can underscore the dyn.tc character of move• 
Mnt on the screen ••t effectively, aa s:bo'tm, for instance, 
in the whistles, signs, and th.uds of tbe animated cartoon. 
Music also tends to atve wings to -.otion and therefore may 
help to recaptare some of tbe dancelike stylization that 
got 1oat2whea the picture beaan to emulate nature too closely. 0 
The intereating thin& about this idea ie the fact that today 
there ls a faction of fiba makers who feel that the dance ia 
the natural Dl&te of the film ancl that when both eventually 
191k&4., pp. 112·184. 
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combine under compatible discipline, there will exist the moat 
outatanding of all arts. 
The use and effectiveness of movement through the 
human body and the use and effectiveness of montase as a 
means of creating movement have been adequately dealt with.21 
All that is left are the ways and means and the effect that 
the motion picture camera has on the art of the fiLm. 
It was D. W. Griffith who developed the c .. era 
technique used in motion picture production. It is true that 
since Griffith's day many refinements have taken place• re-
finements in equipment as well as technique, so it is natural 
that Griffith's films seem a ~it amateurish and comical. 
Biatory tella us that at one point in his career he was 
tuning out over a hundred fihu a year, and it waa durir:a& 
tbia time that he formulated many of the techniques we use 
today. As a m.atter of fact, Griffith bas been bestowed with 
. the hoaor of being dubbed as the "father.. of JBOtioa picture 
tecbaique. Tbese techniques, incidentally, include those 
other than camera technique. 
,. -----------------------------
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The camera, though, is the most important tool of the 
film maker, and its capabilities should be made clear. lt is 
the camera around which all the other arts of film making 
revolve. It is for the camera that liahtin& is done, and it 
is through the camera that the shot is composed. The camera 
is the eye of the audience -- they see only what it sees. 
The camera can also assume different roles. It can 
become objectiv• or.subjective in its approach. An objective 
camera creates the feeling on the part of the audience that 
they are outsiders looking in on the activities and events 
which are transpiring before it. Subjective camera, on the 
other hand, creates in the audience the feeling that they are 
li 
1 actually a part of the activities. If subjective camera work 
is skillfully handled it can be so engrossing to the spec• 
tator that he may imagine himself ptayin& a role in the 
activities of the film story, or it may transplant him to the 
' point where he is living, feeling, and movina in the same 
character as that which is represented by the camera. The 
1
· ramifications of this type of eamera work are evident. 
The mechanics of camera movenumt (tilting, panning, 
dollying, zoominz, trucking, etc.) also have their inherent 
effects on the finished fiLm. It was the inception of theae 
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• simple moves that free4 the c_.ra and created the flexible 
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· medium of the motion picture. This was the factor that 
decided the difference between the stage (theater) type of 
production of the very early films and the dynamic technique 
we now call cinematography. 
The gamut has been run. The three integral parts of 
the film art have been presented and discussed, and it haa 
been shown how these integral parts of motion picture art 
c correspond to those criteria set down as the essential 
.'elements of art in Chapter Two. 
In the course of the last few pqes of tbis thesis 
reference has been made to m.any associated skills, amons them 
lighting, photography 1 pictorial composition, and others. To 
·deal with each in a justifiable 111anner would be a difficult, 
· not to say impossible, task involving a veritable encyclo• 
pedf.a of knowledge. To sum up and round out thi1 presentation 
. of the elements of film art, Appendix III contains twenty 
·characteristics of the film medium and their application• • 
. · Theae characteristics include the various effects which can 
.be created by the various elements of motion picture tech• 
niquee. To be familiar with them is extr•ely beneficial. 
Ibt Pugesign§ 2f 6£t tg4 tit ,,,. 
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e put in this thesis will be the test which will determine 
whether or not the film can fulfill the fgncsiona of art. 
There were three fundamental art functions which were pre-
aented in Chapter Two. Each of these will be taken in order. 
Sittin& in a darkened theater, one tends to be 
poaaeaaed by tbe 1ma&ea passin& before him on the screen. 
What ia seen is quite oftea hypraotic ud overwhelmina -- the 
result of the combination of all the elements of motion 
picture form and content. Tb.e audience tn a motion picture 
theater is in reality a massive slave balna manipulated and 
used. lt is impossible for the audience to remain completely 
apart from what ia happentaa. 
The Boston Museum of Fine Arte is one of the beat in 
the world. Like moat museums it featuns a ''Latest Aequi• 
aitiou Jlooa'' in which are replarly diaplayed the works of 
art which are constantly bein& procured. At one particular 
time the •••wa was cliaplayina a paintiaa which dated back to 
the late lSOO'a or early 1600's. It waa a paintina of a alacle"· 
Ita areeniah ahadea and hues were appropriate, and ita depth 
perapective was such that it could be easily miataken 
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for a relief. 
MOre iotereatiaa than the palntina, in soae respects, 
wae the way it was displayed. !be aettina wu this: tbe 
paintina vas hun& on the far wall oppoaite the door, the roo. 
is rather narrow and givea the illusion of depth, which adds 
to the overall effect. Tbe li&bting in thia roo. waa alao 
skillfully handled. It wu a ))it cluk.u at one end than at 
tbe ot.hea:-, the brtpter eacl betas the encl where the picture 
waa hung. All these faetora acldecl to the illusion. It was 
a window lookina out into a world that elida' t exist. 
Actually, the effect wu a labored one, and the 
spectators were undoubtedly eoaacioua of that fact. A movie, 
on the other hand, ia illlaecliately representecl aa a window on 
· tba world and the audience reacts aa if thla were actually the 
eaae. With the introducttoa of -.o.-t the fila becomes an 
aaaumed reality that doea not exiat, except in the minds of 
tboae who are watchina. 
This effect ia eveo ar .. ter now with wide screen and 
stereophonic aoand. 
lt waa pointed out previously how the audience could 
~ecome a part of the action through tbe uae of .a'bjective 
c•era work. Add to thia the ability to create fantasy in 
both location and situation and the trip to the beyond ia --~•--. ---~ ~==--- .. '"'-'·"'=·::.:.~-'·"-'-'-·--·-. ' ... c.:·.""'~·~-~~-·- ·-""·.:.:....:c.;:..=-o~..;;;;:.;;::.o"'-='~-"-· .. -"'-'·""-="''----'"'-'""-""---· ··-'··'·-'-'' · .•. 
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nearly complete. Already it can be seen that the film has 
transcended the ability of a paintina to produce a virtual 
reality. Add to these features wbich have been meationed tbe 
effects of special devices, both optical ancl sound, and the 
effect is complete. 
The film TV l&&ltr't I&•• is an example of the fila 
fuoetiord.na in this way. 'l'bere is a aequence in this film 
which represents a dream.. It was very skillfully handled by 
the fiLm makers. Tbey used negative footaae, which 
heiptened the unreality of the scene, but which, at the same 
time, bad a stranae drawing, compellin& force on those who 
watched it. As a ..attar of fact, when the scene was over, 
the effect wa so abruptly brought to an end that the 
audience was tl:lsturbecl to such a point that there was IIIU.ch 
bustle and bustle in the theater. Bach spectator had lived 
tbia dream. •• this ureal presentation of something that never 
existed. 
lein& completely entertaiaed by the creative ex• 
pression a of others is a cORDOn experience. Many exa~ples 
could be drawn from any number of possible creative endeavors, 
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but it is the fiLa which must stan4 the test here. 
It should not be forgotten that this function of art 
presupposes a certain artistic sensitivity, which ia quite 
different from the level of the baser pleasures. 
Prom the beginning, the history of the motion picture 
exposes itself as an art fona that was pri.Jaarily intended to 
entertain. Melies and Porter, two of the earliest film 
makers, stuted by producing experiaeatal films that poesessu 
a sort of maaic•l quality desi&ned to titillate the audience 
and IIDIUse them. rora.ost aong these filu are A Me to tpe 
1f2og and ~ee of ! JEebit P&•s!· Kelies' A tr&e to til! 
!92n was one of the fore¥Unnera of tbe .. darn science-fiction 
films, even though the moon 'WOtlftd up w1 th a black eye at the 
end of it. 
It it true that •oae of the earlier filu can be 
analyted •• havin& some aipificance u social cG~Eentary, 
but most of these procluctioaa clicl not reach a very hip level 
of sophistication aacl failed to be ure than a spectacle of 
pure enjoymeat and relief for quite 8088 time. 
With the cOllin& of auch filu as W,fe of An :fa!r1can 
Pi!'!!YP aad tb• great Trgn !ebberx. films began to tell a 
story, and they grew out of the experiMDtal stage of their 
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developm.eat. Over the last fifty years or so the motion 
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picture baa developed into one of the greatest sources of 
pleasure known to man .• 
MOre recently the motion picture industry and the 
other film makers have been makin& a concerted effort to 
d.evelop the film to an even hi&her level of art.. With the 
' new screen processes, technical. acbievemen ts, and some 
advances in the quality of story material being used, there 
appears to be a general upgrading of film standards.. Row, 
too 11 with a relaxation of the 1110rals codes and censorship 
restrictions we are beginning to see •re aod more fil.DuJ that 
have that artl•tlc seasltivity which ta necessery for a more 
profound uuderetandin& of the pleasurable aspe~t• of the 
motion picture, 
Tbe luropean film industry, on the other band; bas 
been looked up to in this sense for 11l&DY years. While· their 
films were souaewhat less advanced ·technically than ours, they 
did manage to produce 1a0re artistic filaa. There are l:'e&sons 
for this, 
Tbe luropean film makue, performe1:s, and, ~~ast 
important, the European aucltence are · sa.td to posses the 
artistic cultivation necessary for an undeJ:etanding· of the 
artistic nuances that can permeate the motion pic~e and 
create ao much of tbe p~eaeure that ean be derived from it. 
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It is possible, therefore, for them to produce a more 
sophisticated product. Then, too, the film makers themselves 
often have artistic training in other fields. The film for 
them is a new and wonderful medium for creation and expression. 
America has lost a lot of this a.pect of the film through not 
encouraging artistry in her film makers and by failing to 
adequately train new producers and directors. All this is due 
to the highly commercial and spectacular approach to film 
making. !he sytJtem may, however, be undergoing a change now 
that television has gotten the upper hand in audience compe• 
tition. The motion picture, inc:l.dea~ally, feeds television 
as if it were a favortt~ son. 
lilm Aa tb• Jntens&f1td §!ereaalon of Sxeerience 
The aesthetician who adopts this philosophy believes 
that art is rooted in experience, and that the essence of art 
is the personality, the knowledge, culture, education, and 
socio•economic ba~kground of the artist. Be also holds that 
the activity of art is the deepening or intensifyin& of 
, experiuce by the imagicative transformation of it. 
This theory is aenerally eoaaidered the modern theory 
of art, and it actually embodies the other two. 
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It is intereatin& to recall the fiLaa of the war days: 
!tck to latgn, Si919Acgal R'EJ, Couepdor, lftrgt Bell 
and all the rest that were produced during the second world 
war and the war in Korea. All these films were without a 
doubt the expressions of somebody'• experience, and all of 
' tb.eae fil.aa were iaa&inatively transformed. and intensified, 
proving tbe old ada&• that war ia bell. 
These films might net be considered aa art, to be 
1: 
' sure, even tbou&b they do fulfill some of the requirements. 
Two war filaa do cOJae to mind that do answer the requirements 
of profundity necessary to &D art fora. Lewis Milestone' a 
611 R!&et oa §be Wettf5p Frqas. and lenoir'• L! 9J19de Illutiqg. 
The mod.em neo-realiat school of the Italians is the 
source of many artistic filaa which fall into the cateaory of 
intensified expressions of experience. Zb• licxsA• Thief, for 
example, and La Strl!lJ, but J'ellini 1 • 11&bSI qf Cfd!eria ia the 
film which moat candidly illustrates this functioa of art in 
the motion picture. 'l'bla it a truly captivating film, and it 
contains all the artistic elements. lt was the expression of 
the artist's impression of a aeries of events and situations 
which could happen to anybody, anyplace. It showed real 
people doing real thin&s in real places. It contained all the 
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~ elements of a good drama and some of the beat motion picture 
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techniques one might viah to •••. The acting waa auperb ad 
the cowmanication of icleaa ad feeling• through thia puckish 
little ~irl waa veritably bouQdleaa. 
The important thing, though, ia that it contained 
aoaaething of life in it. lt had a certain aignificaoce to 
:' modern clay livina. It ia an axpreaalon of our tbaea. 
i 
! 
The optimilll which ia portrayed by the filla ia alao 
•i&nificaat. Optimilll ia one of the qualitf.ea that breeds 
happinaaa. Optimia ia upliftina, aad aa an expreaaion of 
optimi .. thia fila was uplifting. 
!be final taak la done. The motion picture baa been 
judged and compared D8W by all the criteria. 
,, 
e 
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CUPTU. IV 
the original conteation or hypotbeaia of thia theaia 
waa to attempt to prove that tbe fila or the .otion picture ia 
an art fom, and it baa been toward tbia end tbat all the 
information contained in tbia theaia baa been aimed. 
In Chapter One, for example, aa overall view waa 
taken of the characterlatica of popular art a• it ia aeen by 
ita critic• both in and outside of the popular art induatriea. 
Tbia infor.ation waa preaeoted to ahow the light in which the 
motion picture ia aeen, and to preaent aoma of the 
differentiating cbaracteriatica of the popular arta, to 
which the motion picture ia allied but of which the motion 
picture ia not a part. 
In order to prove that the IIOtion picture waa of 
aucb a nature ao aa to be claaaified aa an art fo~, it waa 
neceaaary to research the aeneral area of the nature of art. 
!be intention here waa to abow that the nature of art 
il 
of the laws of coagruacy this would prove the artl!tic natUre 
of the film. Chapter Two, therefore, waa devoted to the 
exposition of those elements which best and moat completely 
show the nature of art. 
Aesthetics and the artistic attitude were brOught into 
perspective. rom and contdt and the role and importance of 
each in art were discussed. Th.e three ftmctt.ona of art were 
also presented along with an inveati&ation, or better, an 
examination of the question, ''Does art cOialUnicate?" tbeae 
elements seemed to fulfill the r..-tr ... nts necessary to the 
final proof of the hypothesis. !beae, then, bee•• the 
criteria by wbich tbe aotion picture would be juqed, and to 
which the motion picture would be compared. 
Chapter Three, then, wea the teat. It was here that 
these:,~theoriea were tried out. It was here tbat a solution 
to the problem was soupt. It waa here that the motion 
pictare had to stand or fall on ita own merits and natural 
characteristics. Socio•cultural aspects, form, content, 
function, and other aspects of the fi~ were explored. It 
was proposed that the motion picture was peculiarly formed 
out of three intearal parts: aaeanina, montage, and motion, 
and tbat it cl1d adhere to the other aesthetic and fuactional 
requirements of art. 
- -. .:. ...... ~r-• -~-4--
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Through the appeasement of the criteria set down, it 
seems that little argument can be given to the artistic merit 
and potential of the motion picture. 
Also, by presenting this investigation in this way it 
baa helped to organize an otherwise chaotic area of thought 
which was the result of so many writing so much from so many 
points of view. 
All that is needed now is a rebirth in the interest 
of producing exciting, creative, and artistic filma. The 
public will gradually redirect their interest to the motion 
picture if the film makers and producers prove to them that 
film is a "lovely art."l 
latlbert Selda•, l'be Public A££• (Hew York: 
Scba•ter, 1956), p. 4. 
Simon & 
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ARIIDIX I 
TD DIIIGII ILIMIITI 
APfDDIX 1 
Til DISICDI ILIMDTS 
The following outline waa abat~acted fro. Maitland 
Craves• book Jbe M:t 2f 2!lo~ 19d Rt!&&e• For a aore complete 
presentation of tbia material and related information along 
with a eubatantial ..aunt of graphic illuatratlona, it ia 
suggested that di~ect reference be u4e to Gravea' book. 
1. :U.ne •• pubapa the moat aocieat of the art mediaaaa, line• 
make it possible to ataply aynopaiae the cbarac• 
tu and q,uality of fol"'U with the utatoat 
eqll&lity. lee••• of thia quality :l.t ia 
probably the hardest el..-nt to analyse. 
A. A line may be contimtoua, or unbroken; or it may 
conaiat of points in .,ace (tbe constellations). 
B. A line aay be ewe dtmeaaional (drawn on a flat sur• 
face) or three dimenalonal (a beat wire). 
c. !be arcbiteetu"al or a-trical line -- drawn witb 
a T•aquare or aoaae other inatJ:U~DeDt (compaaa, 
triangle) is preciaely formal, tmperaonal, a 
luclidean in character. 
D. 'l'be harad drawo or callip-apbic line •• more informal 
and impersonal, and variable; it .. ,. be weak or atrona, 
delicate or bold, stiff or fluent, wavering or firm, 
thick or thin, soft and blurred or sharp. In hand• 
wri tio& or drawi.a&, calliaraphi.c linea may be a 
symbol of emotion expressed by rhytbmic movement •• 
the materialized essence of a personality, expressing e iDQUID.8rable m.ooda and qualities. 
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APPDDIX I •• Continued 
The atrai&ht line •• rigidity and precision, positive, 
direct, tenae, atiffneaa, uncoapromiaing, harah, hard, 
and unyielding. 
The slightly curved (undulatina) line •• loose, 
flexible, because of an ~nic transition in the 
change in direction it baa flowing continuity, alow, 
lazy, passive movement, gentle, feminine, aoft, 
volupt~ou•, (overuse creates an aialess, vague, or 
wandering effect). 
The viaorously curved line •• active and forceful. 
'fbe arc or aepent of a circle •• equal and constant 
chan&e in direction, 1110st unified (repetitious) of 
curves but also the moat monotoaoua and unintereatina. 
'l.'he zig•zq, jaged, crooked line -- sudden, abrupt 
chanae of clirection, nervous and jerky, a apaamodic 
or staccato rhytt., excitina, erratic, auueata 
electrical energy or liahtnina, agitated activity, 
or conflict, battle or violence. 
2. Direction ·- horizontal, vertical, or oblique. 
A. Horizontal •• in ha:nlony with tbe pull of aravtty; 
at reat; quiet, passive, ca1a, auaaeats repose (the 
horizons). 
B. Vertical •• au&&estive of poise, balance, and strong 
support; they soar, they are severe and austere, 
symbolize upri&htnesa, honeaty, integrity, dignity, 
aspiration, ancl exaltation. 
c. The oblique, or diagonal •• transitional, dynamic, 
or kinetic direction suaaestin& movement (dri!,ing 
rain). lee••• it appears ao incoaaplete and insecure 
by itself, a d:Lqonal noeda the support of another 
diagonal at a £11bt anal• to ,t. 
3. Texture 
A. Tactile -- simultaneous arousal of two or more of the 
primary akin aenaes. The senses of touch are: pain, 
pressure, cold, and warmth. 
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B. Visual .... textures perceived by the eye. We see 
textures because the state of things differs under 
certain circumstances (wet surface, matted surface, 
rouah surface •• all absorb and reflect more or less 
liaht). 
4. Proportion 
S. Value .... liaht f. a everything in the visual arts. Without 
it the art could aot exist. Tbe artist controls 
intensity with values, chana•• its color with 
pipanta, and thereby creates his effects. 
Like all antmals we are extremely sensitive to 
light, and auy change in ita intensity affects 
us atronaly. Sunli&bt att.ulatea, twili&bt 
callla and lUkes pensive, and darkness depresses 
with fear and ll)'Stery. 'l'bese are universal 
reactions to liaht and are aa ancient as Adam. 
A. Value l'ays •• the value key or tonality of a painting ; 
(picture) is of prime ilaportuce, because it is what .. 
we react to before we even aee the content. lelaember,:; 
the intensity of Upt reflected to the eye determines:. 
the pri!yry eaotional Q!RUU • 
1. lay -- a aystea or aeries of tones or values 
baaed on their relation to a keynote, doadnant 
value, or senel:'al tonality of the (paintina) from 
which it ia naed. 
2. Pitch .,.. to fix at a cel:'tain level the acuteueaa 
or gravity of a va~e or tone. 
3. Major -· larger or areater interval. Stroaa 
contrast. 
4. Minor -- ... 11 interval, closed up, •ted. Sub-
dued or aaaffled contrast. 
(The greater the variation of tonality •• aray 
scale ·- then it is said to be a major key, and 
vice versa.) 
I. llllotloaal Values of Various lays · 
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2. Bi&h Minor ley -· pensive, delicate, feminine. 
3. Intermediate Major ley -- posteresque,. strong, 
rich, a frank and mascullne quality. 
4. The subdued JUnor Intu'medJ.ate l'ay •• 8U31ests 
the timeless twili&ht of a dre• world. 
S. The Low Minor Key -- nocturnal, funereal, 
macabre. 
(Rote the change in the use of the keys over the 
last two hundred years •• thia reflects the time.) 
(It is unwise to have color and value areas 
equal. This ecptalf.ty tends to clestroy unity. 
One color and value should be dominant.) 
c. Chiaroscuro and Rotan .... two principle ways of using 
li&ht and abade or values. 
1. Realistic Method .... Chiaro (light) oscuro (dark). 
2. Rotan •• artificial value patterns. 
D. Value Organization -- a good value plan is a value 
combination that: 
1. Ia appropriate for ita purpose. 
2. Posseaaes unity. 
3. Baa variety or interest. 
I. Value Rhythm -- measured, proportioned value 
intervals. The value rhytba consists of a aeries of 
planned value intervals or contrasts. 
P. Value Chorda -- a value cOIIbination in vbich the 
values and the intervals between the values, or the 
value rhythm, is planned according to the principles 
of good deaian. 
(Refer to the book for further infor.ation.) 
6. Color 
A. Color Psychology .... it ia a well known fact that 
color can affe•t us powerfully and induce definite 
Moods. · 
The following is a brief a•UWJary of the finc:linas and 
conclusions of iovestiaatora and psycholoatats as a 
result of experiments upon thousands of people. 
1 •. The warm colora: yellow, orange, and red are 
positive and agaressive, restless, or stilllslatiog,1', 
as compared to the cool violet•, blues, and green•, 
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which are negative, aloof, and retiritag, tranquil, 
or serene. 
2.. Color preference is as follows: 
a.·. &ed 
b. Blue 
c. Violet 
d. Green 
e. ·Grange 
f • Yellow ""·· 
3. l.ed is the most popular with women, and blue with 
men. 
4. Some investiaatore claim that women are more 
sensitive to color then men. The fact that ten 
times as many'men •• ·women are color blind may 
have something to do with this. 
S. Pure colora are preferred to shades and. tinta 
when used in small areas. 
6. ln lara•· areas ahades and tin·t• are preferred to 
pure col••· 
7.. Color cOIIbinattoua are preferred. in this order: 
a. Contrasted or compltmeatary 
b.. llal:monic or analoaoua 
c. Monochromatic 
B. 'l'he Characteristics and Symbolism of Color 
1. Yellow 
The most luminous, but least popular, particu• 
larly in the c.Ulrker shades 
Symbolism and asociation •• Bright clear yellow 
is emblamatic of the sun aad is cheerfully gay 
and lively. 
Unpleasant associations •• !be darker, greenish, 
and neutral are moat unpopular. Asso•iated with 
sickness, disease, indeceocy, cowarcU.tle, jeal~•Y• 
envy 1 dacei t, and treachery. 
2. B.ed 
Has the strongest chroma, and the greatest power 
of attraction. (It baa been fouacl that red li&ht 
will raise the blood pressure and accelerate the · 
pulse, blue baa the opposite effect.) 
Symbolism and association ·- The more primitive 
passions and emotions, rase, strife, danger, 
courage, virility, and sex. While red is a 
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become fatisuina and aenerate a desire for ita 
compliment bl~areeo. 
3. Purple 
Stately, rich, porapoua, and illpreaaive. . 
Symbolism and association •• This color, a 
combination of blue and red, combines also the 
attributes of these two colora, that ia, red •• 
courqe and virility •• aod 'blue •• spirituality 
and nobility. It ia the color of royalty and wu 
favored by the ancieat kinas. 
4. Violet 
Cool, aeptive, aad retil'in&• Similar to blue, 
but uaore subdued aocl aoleara. It baa a melao• 
cboly character, auaaeatina affliction and 
resf.patioa. 
S,mboliaa ana aaeociatioa •• Aa a re11aioua 
s-,.bol, violet d.eaotea peaiteace of the saints. 
Speaaler says, "Violet, a reel auceumbin& to a 
blue, ia tbe color of women no longer fruitful 
and of prieata livina io celibacy. 
S. Blue 
Cool, serene, puaf.ve, and tranquil. ni'b.e 
eochantin& notbingaeaa." 
lymboli• and association •• With the church, 
blue aipifiea aiacerity, b.ope, and serenity. 
~DI the Spaniarcla ancl the Venitiana tbe elite 
affected. blue or black, •are of the aloofness 
inherent in tbeae colora. TOday the expreeeioo 
.,lue blooclecl" denotes aristocracy, and the term 
••true blu.e" aianiflea fidelity. 
6. Creea 
S:I.ID1lar to blue. Compared. to the other colora, 
areen ia relatively a•tral in ita effect, tenclina 
to be .ore passive tban active. l'or this reason 
it ia often coaaiclerecl the 110at reatflll of colora • 
Symbolism and association •• Speoaler calla it 
the specifically Catholic color. In reliaion, 
ar•• repreaeata faith, t.aorta11ty, and con• 
templation. Uaecl at laeter it e,...,olizea the 
resurrection. Pale peen is the color of baptism. 
In ordinary uaaae "areeo" expresses freshness, 
raw, callow youth, and iiiiDAturity. The olive 
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branch is the symbol of peace and the larel 
wreath of immortality. 
7. White 
Positive and st11111latioa, as compared to aray and 
black. Luminous, airy, liaht, and delicate. 
Symbolisa aad association •• Purity, chastity, 
innocence, and truth. Boneaty and integrity 
("White guy"), truce, aurrenclel:' ('-white flq"). 
8. H:Lddle Gray 
Partakes tbe character of both black and white. 
Symboli.. aad aaaoc1at1on •• Gray aenerally 
symbolizes sedate and sober old age, with its 
passive resianation and humility. 
9. Black 
lulHiued, clepressiaa, aolCIIDQ, eel pnfound. 
Symboli .. and association •• In Western civili• 
zations, black has always slgnlfiecl sorrow, 
aloom, aacl death. l'ear of clukneas is natural 
to aavqes and children aacl peraiata with many 
adults. It is also indicative of secrecy, 
terrot:, aad evil. Althou&b black ia by itself 
ao.ber, if used as a bacJtaround with accents of 
white or color, a smart formality is achieved. 
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PUHCUUS OP MOHTAGI 
One of the aost worthwhile readinss of all the 
literature written about the motion picture is Iudolph 
The following material WQ taken in its entirety frOID 
Arohe:l.m's book (pp. 94·98) because of ita importance to ao 
uoderstaaclina of film montqe. 
AJ:Dheim contributes 1111ch to film theory, aacl his 
book is a a.t in the library of anyone interestec:l in the art 
of the motion picture. 
I. fE&ncglet of 9Jttj.na 
A. Len&ths of the cuttina uit 
1. Long strips. (!he shots that are joined toaether 
are all relatively lona. Quiet rbytla.) 
2. Short strips. ( • • • are all relatively short. 
Usually employed in cases where the sbots ~ 
selves are full of rapid action. Climactic 
scenes. Effect of tuDtlt. Quick rhythm.) 
3. Combination of abort and loa& •· into long strips 
ndd.enly one or moJ:'e quite abort pieces. Or vice 
versa. Correspoodin& rhythm. 
4. lneplu •• series of strips of variable length, 
~ neither definitely abort nor lona. !he len&th 
__ .... __ -.. -·----"'~~'-'~·-'' :..c:: .. -'-"-'-- ~-'-=-~ _4g_--~~ JUl __ th.tt QQQtU~·- _m) __ ..Jdu;tbaiC_ c@~~e~~-L-~---- •~-''"~-. 
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B. Montage of whole scenes 
1. Sequential. (An action played straight through 
to the end. The next joined to it and ao on.) 
2.. Interlaced. (The scenes are cut up amall and 
these parts are fitted in with one another. 
Alternate continuation of one and the other scene. 
Crosscutting.) 
3. Insertion (of scenes or single frames in a 
continuous action). 
c. Montage within an individual scene 
1. Combination of long shots and cloae•upa. 
(By lona shot, which is a relative term, is to be 
understood one which puts the subject of the 
close•up in a wider context.) 
a. Firat a long sbot,.then one or more details 
of it as close•ups. (Timoshelco' s "concen• 
tration.") 
b. Proceedina froa orae detail (or several) to a 
lona shot includina this detail. (Timo• 
sheako • s "enlargemeat. ") For instance, in 
tbe exaaaple from Pabst' • Tb• Di-e of a Lost , 
&a.£)., first the head of the teac r, then the 
whole dinina room. 
c. Lon& shots aad close-ups in irregular 
succession. 
2. Succession of detail abots (of which none include• 
the subject of the others). 
(Timosbenko's "analytical montqe. tt) A whole ev•t 
or a passing situation composed of nothing but 
small pieces. 
As in U, in the cOIBbin:ln& of whole scenes, so 
here within the individual sceoea, JDOntqe may be·-
used for succession, crosscutting, or insertion. 
A. Synchronism 
1. of several scenes (Timoahenko's ''parallel events";: 
Pudovkin 1 a .. synchroniam") joined in sequence or 
crosscut. In sequences usually connected by e continuity fiitles: "While this occurred in X, 
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2. of details of a setting of action at the same 
moment of time. (Successive showing of events 
taking place at the same time in the same place. 
The man is here, the woman there, etc.) 
(Ttmosbenko's analytical montaae.) unusable. 
B. Before, after 
1. Whole scenes succeecltng each other in time. But 
also inserted scenes of what has happened 
(''memory") or of things that will happen in the 
futlire ("Prophetic vision"). ( Timoshenko • s "re-
turn to past time" and "anticipation of the 
future .. ") 
2. Succession within a scene. · Succession of details 
which succeed one another in time within the 
whole action. Por example: first shot -- he 
seizes the revolver; second shot -- she runs 
away. 
c. leutral 
1. Complete actions that are not connected in time 
but only as regards content. Eisenstein: T:be 
shootina of workmen by soldiers eut•in with an 
ox being slau&htered in a stockyard. Before? 
After? 
2. Single shots that have no time connection. Bare 
in narrative filaa; but, e.g., in Vertov'a 
documen tartea. 
3. Inclusion of single shots in a complete scene. 
lor example, Pudovkin 's sJIDbolic montqe: "joy 
of the prisoners." Shots inserted without time 
connection with the event. 
III. Space i!lttism! 
A. The same place (thou&h different time) 
1. In whole scenes. Someone t:eturns to the ._. 
place twenty years later. The two scenes 
succeedina each other ot: crosscut. 
2. Within a sinale scene. "Compressed time • ., 
A leap forward in time so that one sees in 
unbroken successioa what is happenin& in the 
same place but actually after a lapse of time. 
Unusable. 
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B. The place unchanged 
1. Whole scenes. Succeaaion or interlacing of 
acenea wbicb occur at different places. 
2. Within one scene. Different partial views of the 
place of action. 
3. Neutral. 
The same aa IIC (1•3) 
IV. !!lations of Subiect Matter 
A. Similarity 
1. of ahape 
a. of an object. (A round hillock follows on 
the rounded belly of a student.) 
b. of a 110v .. nt. (A playaround swing in motion 
follows on the ewinging pendulum of a clock. ) 
2. of meaning 
a. Single object. (Pudovkin'a montqe: Laughina 
prisoner, brook, bird• bathina, happy child.).·· 
b. Whole scene. (liaenatein: lb.e worlaaen are 
shot down, the ox is slaughtered.) 
B. Colt~raa t 
1. of shape 
a. of an object. (Firat a very fat man, then a '! 
thin one.) 
b. of movement. (A a low 1110vement following a 
very rapid ODe.) 
2. of mean in&. 
a. Sinale object. (A starving unem,loyed man; 
a shop window full of delicious food.) 
b. Whole scene. (In the bouse of a rich man; in : 
the house of a poor one.) 
C. Combination of similarity and contrast 
1. Similarity of shape aad contrast of meaning. 
(T:l.moahenko: The feet of a prisoner fettered in '! 
a dungeon, and the lqa of dancers in a theater. ; 
Or, the rich man in an armchair, the rebel in the·: 
electric chair.) :: 
2. Similarity of ID8aniDa and contrast of form. li 
(Somethin& of thia sort in Juater Ieaton as I, 
Sb!rlock Holmes, Jr. Be sees a hup picture on 
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the screen of a couple kiaaiag each other, and 
kisses his girl in the operator's box.) 
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TRI ClWlACTDlSTICS AID APPLICA.TIOBS 
OJ' Til ELIMIHTS OF JIOTlOll PlCTUU AB.T 
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APPEIDIX III 
'l'BI CHAIACT&RISTICS AD ArPLICATIONS 
or Till ELEMENTS OF KOTlOR PIC'riU AI.T 
The followin& concise outline of the motion picture 
elements and characteristics is another contribution of 
lluclolph Arnheim (Fj.la A! 6£t, pp. 127•132). 
It is included here because it is the only presentation 
of these elements and applications known to this writer 
presented in such a succinct and clear cut form. 
1. IVERY OB.JICT MUST U 1'801.'0QIDBID JICN OIIB PAI.TICULAI. 
VDWPOIIIT. 
811cationa 
A. View that abowa the shape of the object moat 
characteristically. 
B. Vi• that conveys a particular conception of the 
object (e.g., worm•s-eye view, indicatin& weight and 
forcefulness). 
c. View that attracts. the spectators' attention by being 
unusual. 
D. Surprise effect due to the concealaent of the back• 
aide (Chaplin sobbing •• no! •• mixing a cocktail!!). 
2. OBJECTS All PUT BIBIMD Olt IISIDI 0111 AliO'lHI.I BY 
PIISRCTIVI. 
6Dlicttiona 
!j 
1/ L 
i! A. Unimportant objects are bicldea by being wholly or ii 
partly covered; i111portant objects are thereby 11 
emphasised. il 
II B. Su~~ae .~ffect by the ~dden revealiq of wllat__Juul ==#==== 
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been concealed by aa.etbing else. 
C. Optical BWallowing up •• one object comes in front 
of another and obliterates it. 
D. Relationships indicated by perspective connections 
(convict and prison bars). 
E. Decorative surface patterns. 
3. APPAUift' SIZB. OB.JBCTS BAll Till PUft All LAICB, AID 
TIJOSI BIBIID SKW.. 
APeUsatiogt 
A. ID9basizina of individual parts of an object (feet 
thrust toward the caera come out huae). 
B. Increase and decrease of size to indicate relative 
power. 
4. AI.I.ARGIMEIT OF LIGHT AH1) SIIADE. ABSENCE or COLOR.. 
s. 
6. 
Mplications 
A. Koldina the volume and relief of the object at will 
by the placina of liahts and shadows. 
B. Accentuating, arouping, aegrep.ting, hiding by the 
arrangement of li&ht and shade. 
DBLIMITATIOR Or Till IIZB 01' Till DWZ. 
Appl,&catj,on• 
A. Selection of the theme of the picture. 
B. Showing the whole or a part. 
C. Surprise effect. Soaae object, which was always 
preeent but had been cut off by the fraae, auddenly 
comes into the picture from outside. 
D. Increase of suepense; the center of interest lies 
outside the picture (for example, only the effect of 
it on someone is seen). 
DISTARCE PION Till OBJECT IS VAUABLE. 
Aeplications 
A. Objects can be made small or large. 
B. Choice of pptimal distance (a pin, a mountain). 
C. lelativization of dimensions (doll' a house -· human 
house). 
7 • ABSDCI OF SPACE •• TIKI COIITUUIII 
.a Applicatiogs: Montqe 
="W===~==-==A=·====S=ho=!in& b~aide (and amon&) ooe another, episodes 
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that are separate in time. 
B. JUxtaposition of places that are actually separate. 
C. Presentin& the characteristic features of a scene by 
showin& selected portions of it. 
D. Combination of things whose connection is not one of 
time and space but of meaoina (symbolic) or shape. 
B. lmperceptable montqe. Illusion of altered (fan-
taatic) reality (sudden appearances and disappear• 
uces, etc.). 
F. Rhythm of the sequence of shots by "short" or "long" 
montqe, etc. 
ABSENCE OF SPATIAL OlliDITAnOJt. 
MPlis!t&ons 
A. Relativization of movemeot: static thins• move, or 
1110ving things stand still. 
B. Relativization of spatial coordinates (vertical, 
horizontal, etc.). 
LBSSDIIIG OF DEPTH PEltCEPTIOM. 
wt&ctt&ogt 
A. Perapective alterations of size (cf. point 3) made 
more compelling. 
B. Perspective connections in the plane projection 
(cf. point 2) made more compelling. 
AISDCI OF SOUND. 
Applicat&.ons 
A. Stronger emphasis on wbat is visible: as, for 
instance, on facial expression and gesture. 
B. Qualities and effects of unheard sounds specially 
brouaht out by their beina transposed into the sphere : 
of the visible (suddenness of revolver abot -- birds 
risina). 
H Till CAMERA IS MOBILE. :i 
Applicas&ont 1: 
A.. Representation of subjective states such as fallina, !i 
risina, awayina, stauerina, giddiness, etc. il 
B. lepresentation of subjec,tive attitudes such as the il 
individual being always the center of the scene (i.e.~~ 
of the plot). 11 
<I 
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12. Till FILM CAN l.tM BACIWAitD. 
6ePJ.ic1tt&on8 
14. 
15. 
A.. lleversal of the direction of raovemeats. 
B. l.eversal of events (fragments joia to make a whole 
object).· · 
ACCELUATION. 
Mplt,cations . . 
A. Visible acceleration of a movement or an event; change 
in the dyaSmtc cbaracter (to symbolize bQstle). 
B. COmpression of time (the breathing of flowers). 
SLOW MOTIO!t • 
.tpp lf;catiogt · 
A. ··Visible retarding of • aoveaent or an event; change. 
in dynamic c~racter (laziness, gliding). 
B. t.enatbening of periods of time (showing more clearly 
events. that pass very rapidly). 
I~TIOB OP STILL PHOTOGIAPIIS. 
Applicatioins 
Sudden stoppiag of JDOv-.nt; paralysis (Lot's wife). 
I! 
i' 16 ,! • FADDIG IN MD OUT, DISSOLVIRG. 
F Mplicatj.on.s · . 
A. To mark breaks in the action. 
B. Subjective impreasioas; wakins up, falling asleep. 
c. Stronaer contact and coherence between two pictures 
by dis8olving one into the other. 
SUPIItiMl'OSI'l'IOB (MULTIPLE IXPOSUU) 
AJ!plication! 
A. Chaos • confusion. 
B. Indication of relationships by juxtaposition and 
superimposition. 
c. Indication of symbolic similarities. 
D. Modifications of reality (wraiths). 
18. Sl'BCIAL LUlU. IDA& cations 
MUltiplication, distortion. 
i 
;! 
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- APPIIIDIX III •• Continued 
i: 19. JUBIPULATIOII OF POCUS. 
Mplioations 
A. Subjective impressions: waking up, going to sleep. 
B. Suspense by aradual exposition ("appears slowly"). 
c. Directins the spectators' gaze to the back or the 
foreground. 
:: 20. MIIIOI. IKAGIS. 
Appl&ctsioge 
Destroying, distorting an object (or the "world"). 
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